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SUMMAR'y'

In this report the implementation of the X.25 protocol in a

single chip co-processor is discussed. In chapter 1 a brief

introdLI.ction to the X.25 protocol is given. Because of the

complexity of the protocol the only way to implement it, is b';l

piece-wise refinement (breaking the protocol in fun=tions, 2nd

breaking these functions in 5ubfunctions etc.). After these

functi:Ji,S and :>ubfuntions ha.vE' been specified~ "machines"

been designed which ca~ld perform these functio~s.

functions and subfunctions will be discussed in chapter

~,avE"

These

2.. The

pt-i nci pal aperati on of the co-processo!~ and the meinc·:-y

Ol-g,~" i 5 t i on is descibed in resp. chapter 6 and ..:... 1'1 the

chtSptes 4,5 and 7, three "machines" are described. To get the

r, i ghest throughput of the co-processor a 3 channel DMt~

cont.roller has been developed (chapter 8). This co-proceSSGr

C~~ be applied in various environments due to a spe~ial

interfacE (chapter 9)
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1 ZNTRODUCTZON
WHY, HOW TO USE, CHARACTERISTICS 7

In the data communication arEa there is a need for a standard
because of the fact that various computers, terminals etc. have
to communicate with one another. If and only if all computers
act conform a standard, which is called a protocol, they can
communicate. These protocols are a set of rules about:

- communication set up/clearing;
communication in various levels;

- flow control;
- error handling/recovery;

etc.

One of those protocols is the X.25 which has been specified by
the CCITT [1]. This protocol deals with a packet switched
network; a network which collects a packet with data from one
station and transports it to another one. So the data a station
has to transport has to be divided in parts which are called
packets. The remote station has to combine these packets again.
Most of the public networks in the world are using this
protocol (ONl Data Net 1 in the Netherlands). To implement this
protocol in a computer quite a lot of effort has to be put in
hard- and software (~ 2 eurocards of hardware and ~ lOOk bytes
of software).

The idea of handling this protocol in a single
in the group EB of the department of Electrical
the Eindhoven University of Technology (THE).
This chip must deal with the bulk of work so the host computer
(center of intelligence of the system) can spend its time doing
the real job.

The block diagram of the system with the X.25 co-processor is
shown in the figure below.
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I DATABUS
I i I

ADDRESSBUS
I I I I I I I I

HOST SHARED CO-PRO- X25
SYSTEM MEMORY CESSOR

CONTROLBUS

ATTENTION

INTERRUPT
FIGURE 1. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The host can communicate with the co-processor by putting its

commands and parameters in the shared memory a~d generating an

attentionsignal. If the co-processor has information for the

host it will put its responses and parameters in the shared

memory and generate an interruptsignal. The co-processor

autonomously puts the received data in the shared memory anc

fetches the data out of it to transmit it.

The last kind of information which has to be stored in and

fetched out of the shared memory is housekeeping informaticn. A

stati on that has. beer. connected to a X. 25 data r.etworL can

currently open communication with various other remote stations

and communicate with them. A possible sequence of packets can

be:

open communication with station

send a data packet for station

open communication with station

send a data packet for station

send a data packet for station

close communication with station

send a data packet for station

close communication with station

Now it is quite clear that for every remote station some local

administration is necessary. In this project this 1S done ir

the so-called channel-descriptor.

Because large systems have very intelligent memory managers tc

giVE them the opportunity to use a virtual memory, the handling

of rece~ve and transmit bufiers is left to the host.



The host should provide the co-processor with empty buffers,
which will be filled by the co-processor and passed back to the
host when they have been filled. The host should also provide
the so-called transmit buffers. These buffers contain data
which have to be transmitted. When the co-processor has
transmitted these buffers and has received an acknowledgment
from the remote station, they will be passed back to the host,
which may refill them. Thus the co-processor has to do some
administration for the empty buffers and transmit buffers in
the logic channel descriptor.

Because this co-processor must be able to cooperate with
various systems, special attention should be paid to the bus
interface unit. This unit has to make it possible to implement
this co-processor in an INTEL or MOTOROLA environment with an 8
or 16-bits databus.

To make it possible that the base of the shared memory can be
shifted through the physical memory, 8-bits are appended to
every address, which is referred to.

xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
yyyy yyyy yyyy yyyy

--------------------+
yyyy yyyy zzzz zzzz xxxx xxxx

original address
e}:tensi on

24-bits real address

To use the co-processor in a system with an 24-bits (or more)
addressbus it is possible to use the extended addressing mode,
in this case 24-bits addresses are generated.
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2 X.25 RECOMMENDATION

2.1. THE FIRST THREE LAYERS OF THE ISO OSI MODEL

The X.25 recommendation of the CCITT [1] specified the
interface between DTE (Data Terminating Equipment) and the DCE
(Data Circuit terminating Equipment) of packet switching public
data networks.

The DTE refers to the host computer or intelligent terminal,
while the DeE refers to the first node in the network. The X.25
protocol defines the first three layers of the Inte~national

Standard Organization's (ISO) seven layer model for Open System
Interconnection (OSI) [2].

The first 3 layers are: (shown in figure 2)
1. Physical layer physical level,
2. Data link layer frame level,
~. Network layer packet level.

Physical layer.
This layer defines the electrical, mechanical and functional
characteristics of the link between the DCE and the DTE. This
layer is defined by the X.21 recommendation of the CCITT.
However for an interim period of time, some administrations may
offer a DTE/DCE interface in accordance with X.21 bis
recommendation of the CCITT.

Data link layer (frame level).

This layer specifies the Link Access Procedure (LAP and LAPB
Balanced) to exchange data across the connection between the
DTE and DCE. It provides the ability for error detectioG a~d 
recovery. Flow control is also possible. The Data link layer
specifies a datal ink-control procedure for converting an error
pron physical circuit into a relative error free link. The
protocol used in this layer is a striped version of the HDLe
(High level Data Link Control) protocol.

Network layer (packet level).
This third level provides an asynchronous time division
multiplexing function. It transforms the single link level
(level 2) into a number of logical channels (level 3), see
figure 1. It controls the data flow of each logical channel
separately. Before data will be transfered the logical channel
needs to be opened and it should be closed later. Error
recovery is (also) possible; it entails the re-
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initializing and clearanse of a single channel or of all
channels. The packet level also provides an interrupt procedure
to allow a DTE to send a single byte of information which by
passes the normal flow control.

2.2. PACKET- AND FRAME STRUCTURE

The data of the DTE that needs to be transmitted has to be
sliced in partitions of a certain length. These partitions will
fill the data fields of data packets in layer 3 of X.25.
This data field is preceded by 3 octets.

- General Format Identifier, the Logic Channel Group Number
(GFID I LCGN)
Local Channel Number (LCN)
Packet Type identifier (PT> (appendix 1)

The data packet of level 3 is placed in the information field
of a level 2 Information frame. This field is preceded by

- a leading flag octet (01111110)
an address octet A or B (11000000 or 10000000)

- a control octet (appendix 2)
and closed by

- a Frame Check Sequence (FCS) of ~ octets
- a trailing flag 01111110.

See figure 3.

level 4+

level 3

level

user data 128 Octets

DATA FIELD

INFORMATION FIELD

8 8 con t r 0 I
8

16 8

FIGURE 3. PACKET AND FRAME STRUCTURE
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2.3. FUNCTIONAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE X.25 PROTOCOL

A basic decomposition of the X.25 protocol is shown in figure
4, where the different modules interchange packets and frames.
The functional description of these modules are:

Receiving modules:

frame in:

frame disassembler:

- takes care of the X.21 protocol
procedures for physical link set up,

disassembles (de-multiplexes) a frame
address

- control
- information for packet level

FCS
takes care of data tranparency
(zerodeletion)

packet disassembler: - disassembles a packet
GFID / LCGN (General Format Iden
tifier/Logic Channel Group Number)
LCN (Logic Channel Number)
PT (Packet Type)
DATA for higher levels

(P)VC de-multiplexer:- puts the data and addition21 house
keeping information of the various
channels in their corresponding
channel descriptors. Generates
housekeeping information to keep
track of the state of that channel

(P)VC control: location to put and read data and
control information of a single
channel (channel descriptor)
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Transmitting modules:

(P)VC control:

(P)VC multiplex:

Packet assembler:

frame assem~ler:

frame out:

location to put and read data and
control information about that
channel (channel descriptor)

reads housekeeping information and
data and initializes the correspon
ding registers in the packet-assemble
module.
Takes care of (updates) the state 0+
each channel

- assembles the header o~ te packet bv
shifting the octets out of their
registers lik~ GFID i LCGN

LCN
- PT

f~tches data out of memory to trans
~it it

assembles a frame by shifting out the
corresponding registers

flag(s)

- address
control byte

- information
generate a FCS and shifts it out
take care of the transparency of the
transmission. This is done by the
zero-inserter

- takes care of the X.21 protocol

Knowing this functional decomposition; the best architecture
for the X.25 co-processor is that one in which we can recognize
the functional decomposition. So the best approach for this
architecture is to define the functional description of the
various modules and try to find a hardware architecture which
can perform these functions. Furthermore we have to try to find
as much sub-functions as possible. In that case we get a
straightforward architecture of the co-processor with clean
interfaces between the various levels.
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2.4. HARDWARE STRUCTURE OF THE X.25 CO-PROCESSOR

The main architecture of the co-processor is shown in figure
5. As stated above the functional decomposition of the modules
can be recognized in this figure. Passing of parameters is done
by dual ported registers in which one level writes and the
other level reads. All the registers between two levels can be
accessed via one bus. So the main part of an interface between
two levels is a bus.

A very important part of this structure are the interface
registers between level 2 and level 3. The interface registers
between level 2 and level 3 can be accessed by level 2 as 6

four-bit registers, while level 3 can access them as 3 eiqht
bit registers, this because of the wider level 3 databus.
Each four-bit register can be functionally divided in two
parts: 3-bit parameter

l-bit flag
These interface registers are listed below:

ATTENTION FROM to HL3 FLAG PARAMETER ROUTINE

attl LL3 receiver HR (Header Ready> COLLECT-

NSG INF'UT
attl LL3 receiver PE (Packet End) Packet Valid RECEIVER

att2 DMA control unit FB (Fetch Buffer) FETCH BUF

att3

att3
att3

att3

att4

high level .., PR (Packet Req) m·:t _cons TRANSI"'iIT~

queueyoi nter

high level 2 PA (Packet Ackr, ) last acknowl Q_HANDLER

high level .., TiS (Ti met- 1 sec) TMRROUTIN....
high level 2 MR 0"1 a>: Retransi time out cnt BEHAVIOUF

host ATTENTION

If level 2 receives the acknowledgment of an I frame (a packet
from level 3), level 2 will update the last acknowledge
sequence number in the corresponding register and set the PA
bit (only if it wasn't set before) and generate an attention3.
The high level 3 micro-program will after it finished its last

task inspect the various attention signals. If one of them has
been set high level 3 will start the appropriate routine. This
is the main program in the high level 3 machine (appendix 3).
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In this report only the level 3 part of the
discussed, because the level 2 part is done by
(A. Klip).

co-processor is
another student

As we have seen in the main architectu~e of the co-processor it
is possible to define machines which provide the sub-function=
of figure 3. In this report the various machines of the main
architecture will be discussed. Before this is done we have to
define the functions of these parts.

First of all the memory organization
explained. This structure forms the
micro-program has to operate on.

of the co-processor
datapath the high level

is
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ORGANIZATION_

Because there is few RAM space on the chip we have to put as
much data, housekeeping information parameters, queues etc.
into shared memory (shared between host computer and the co
processor)as possible.

What has to be stored in the shared memory?

state of every logic channel (housekeeping information)

(logic channel descriptor)

the places where empty buffers are located; sc the
co-processor can fill them with received data
(empty buffer table>

there
level
packet

is need for
has to have

(transmit

a transmit queue because the link
the possibility to retransmit a
queue)

the co-processor needs to communicate with the host so
if we don't want internal registers then there is need

for a communication block in the shared memory
(communication registers)

The memory
figure 6.
recognizes:

organization of the X.25 co-processor is shown
In this figure the four main "tables" ct?rt

logic channel table
empty buffer table
tr~.nsmi t queue
communication registers

in
be

The functions of these "tables" are explained in the following
paragraphso

These "tables" are forming the datapath the micro-program clf
the high level 3 machine has to operate on.
All these descriptors queues etc. have to be put in a "linear"
memory. The memory-map of this organization is shown in fig. 7
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????+7F

????
0280
027F

0200
01FF

0180
017F

0100
OOFF

0080
007F
0070

001F
0010
OOOF

0000

CHANNEL
DESCRIPTOR #N

CHANNEL
DESCRIPTOR #1

CHANNEL
DESCRIPTOR #0

COMMUNICATION
REGISTERS

EMPTY BUFFER I

TABLE

PACK_DESCR #7

PACK_DESCR #1

PACILDESCR #0

LOGIC CHANNEL
TABLE

128 POINTERS TO
EMPTY RECEIVE BUFFERS

TRANSMIT-QUEUE
QUEUE OF 8

PACKET- DESCRIPTORS

FIGURE 7. MEMORV MAP

In this design we can distinguish seve~al pages:
- t~ansmit queue page

empty buffe~ table page
- communication ~egiste~s paoe
- channel-desc~iptor pages

These pages are 128 wo~ds long, so eve~y page can be add~essed

by a 9-bits ~egiste~ containing the 9 most significant bits
(these ~egiste~s a~e located in the high level 3 machine).
To select a packet-desc~ipto~ in the t~ansmit queue page a 3
bits add~ess is sufficient (xxxx xxx x xyyy zzzz) x=pointe~ to
the t~ansmit queue page, y=pointer to a specific packet (from
level2ilevel3 ~egiste~s) zzzz=t~ailing bits to select the field
in the packet-desc~ipto~.

3.1. LOGIC CHANNEL DESCRIPTOR

The state of eve~y channel is desc~ibed in its logic channel
desc~iptor. In this table the co-p~ocesso~ puts the va~ious

pa~amete~s, pointe~s and control information about that
specific channel. The p~ima~y issues of such a desc~iptor a~e:

- receive queue + administ~ation

- t~ansmit queue + administ~ation.
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buffers and their length
doesn't hustle data, but
not occupy to much time of

queues the pointers to the
stored. The co-processor

so the co-processor will

In these
will be
pointers,
the busses.
In the logic channel descriptor we distinguish two kinds of
administration about packets: data packets and non-data packets
(in the following known as command packets) appendix 4.
To manage the flow control of level 3: Receiver Ready, Receiver
Not Ready and REJect packets should be transmitted as soon as
possible. To achieve this requirement the following scheduling
mechanism has been defined:

transmit the special (high priority) com
mand packets
transmit normal (low priority) command packets
if no command packets are available data packets
from the data chain should be transmitted.

50 beside the data chain two command queues have been defined
(low- and high priority queue) in the communication registers.
In these queues pointers to the logic channel descriptors are
stored. Hence in the logic channel descriptor the double
administration for the command packets is required:

High priority fields

- special purpose transmit length HP (High Priority)
special purpose transmit pointer HP (to point out an
involved transmit buffer)
high priority command field (to store the packet type)

Low priority fields

special purpose transmit length LP (Low Priority)
special purpose transmit pointer LP (to point out an
involved transmit buffer)
low priority command field (to store the packet type)

If the co-processor receives a command packet the receiver
buffer is passed to the host via the response area straight
away. This implies that there is no special purpose receive
pointer field necessary in the logic channel descriptor.

Furthermore fields must be reserved for:
the send sequence number P(S) next to transmit
the send sequence number P(5) next to receive
the receive seq. number P(R) next to transmit
the receive seq. number P(R) next to receive
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Also parameters have to be stored in these descriptors [1]
such as:

W window size (standard 2)
packet size (standard 128)

PVC or VC Permanent Virtual Call or Virtual Call

Because there are more logic channels which want to transmit
data packets a scheduling mechanism is required. In this design
we have chosen for the following mechanism:

a channel may transmit one data packet
then another channel may transmit one data packet
till every channel which wanted to transmit data has
sent one packet
then the first channel can start again
etc.

To implement this scheduling mechanism (every channel
priority and no starvation) a chain of channels which have data
packets to transmit is needed (linked list).
If a channel has transmitted all its data it
the chain, and if a channel got his first
transmit this channel is put in the chain.
This implicates that there is need for a chain-administration
in the logic channel descriptor; the specific fields are:

next in chain (a pointer to the channel which is
next to transmit data)

previous in chain (a pointer to the channel which
has just transmitted data j

in chain; this is a flag indicating that this
channel is already in the chain of logic channel
descriptors that have data to transmit

The complete list of fields, parameters, pointers etc.
logic channel descriptor is shown in appendix 5

3.2. EMPTY BUFFER TABLE

of a

unit is initiated

There is need for an administration of the empty buffers. This
is a kind of a circular queue in which max. 128 empty buffers
can be put.
Before a packet is received the DMA control
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with 2 empty receive buffers (needed to chain them fast
enough) •

fills them
out of the

a logic

So the receive process consumes empty buffers and
with data. After they have been filled "they get
empty buffer table" and a pointer will be created in
channel descriptor to this, now filled, buffer.
In case something in the receive process has gone wrong and the
packet has to be discarded, the buffer(s), now filled with
invalid data, is (are) given back to the empty buffer table so
they can be filled again.
The empty buffer table is in fact a scratch pad in which the
pointers to the empty buffers are written. The administration
about this table is done by the co-processor, the fields for
this administration are:

- next consume empty buffer
next produce empty buffer
# unused empty buffers

These 3 registers are located in the co-processor
specific in the high level 3 machine).

(mo~e

The attention process (a routine initiated by the host to tell
the co-processor to do something) is the producer of the empty
buffers. The host "passes" empty buffers to the co-processor
which are appended in the empty buffer table. This is done by
the append receive buffer command.

3.3. TRANSMIT QUEUE

Because level 2 must be capable of retransmitting a packet,
there has to be a transmit queue. This queue can contain 8
packet headers, pointers to transmit buffers and the lengths of
the packets which need to be transmitted. The fields of the
packet-descriptor in the transmit queue contains:

Fields of the
GFID

packet descriptor in the transmit queue:
General Format Identifier of the packet
needs to be transmitted

that

- LCGN Logic Channel Group Number of the packet that
needs to be transmitted



LCN

- PT
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Logic Channel Number of this packet

Packet Type of this packet

transmit buffer pointer - pointer to the transmit buffer which
contains data or additional command
packet information (octet 4,5 •.• )

transmit "buffer"length - total length of the packet described
above

original channel pointer to the channel descriptor
which is transmitting this packet

3.4. COMMUNICATION REGISTERS

The co-processor has to communicate with the host. This is done
via the communication registers block. The host can put his
commands, pointers and parameters in the command area and
generate attentions for the co-processor. While the co
processor puts its responses in the response area and generates
an interrupts for the host. The following fields are defined:
In the COMMAND AREA 6 fields:

the general command of the host. This general
command indicates what kind of action the co
processor has to take.

this is a field in which a parameter can be
passed to the co-processor.

this pointer points to the (first) transmit
buffer of a packet which need to be trans
mitter. If there is no need for a transmit
buffer this field has to be zero.

this field indicates the length of the data in
the corresponding transmit buffer(s). If there
is no need for a transmit buffer this field has
to contain zero.

the data of command area is for or about the
specific channel indicated by this field. If
this command is not for a specific channel this
field has to contain zero.
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The host can put its commands in the command area of the
communication registers only if the GEN_COM field contains
zero, the co-processor will clear this field when it has
completed the previous command. When the host has filled the
command area it can generate an attention signal so the co
processor can handle the command. This is the handshake
mechanism for the command area.
A complete list of all the possible commands is shown in
appendi>~ 6.

The RESPONSE AREA contains 6 fields:

RESP_CODE

RESP_DIAGN

the main response of the X.25 co-processor

this field contains diagnostic information
generated by the co-processor; if there is no
need for a diagnostic information field
this field will contain zero

this pointer points to the (first) receive
buffer which is already filled with data. If no
receive buffer is required this field will
contain zero.

RESP_LENGTH this field indicates the length of the
received packet in the receive buffer(sj.
receive buffer pointer is required this
will contain zero.

If no
field

RESP_CHAN the data in the response area is from or about
the specific channel indicated by this field.
If the response is not for a specific channel
this field will contain zero.

The X.25 co-processor will only put a new response in the area
if the RESP_CODE contains zero. This is the handshake mechanism
for the response area. The co-processor will fill the RESP_CODE
while the host clears it when it is ready with its inspection.
The complete list of all the possible responses are listed in
appendi>: 7.
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As stated before there are 2 priorities in which a command
packet can be transmitted. This implicates that there have to
be 2 queues with their administration. These are called high
priority queue and low priority queue. For these queues the
following fields are reserved in the communication registers:

- High priority queue - a queue of max. 8 pointers to
channel descriptors which have
command packets to transmit

- # unused high priority transmit pointer

next consumer high priority transmit pointer

- next producer high priority transmit pointer

Exactly the same fields for the low priority queue have been
defined.
A complete list of all the fields is given in appendix 8.
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4_ LOW LEVEL 3 RECEIVER

4.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LOW LEVEL 3 RECEIVER
(packet disassembler module)

The tasks of the low level 3 receiver are:

- separate header shift bit 0-7 in a GFID/LCGN-Rx register
shift bit 8-15 in a LCN-Rx register
shift bit 16-23 in a PT-Rx register

the clock for shifting is RxC2
the data which is shifted is RxD2

- store the data in memory
shift 16 bits in a DATA-Rx register

- copy DATA-Rx into DMA-WRITE-DATA register
generate a DMA write data request
detect and take appropriate action in case of an
overrun situation

chaining of buffers in case an incoming packet is longer
than the bufferlength

generation of (packet)statusbits for the high level 3 Next
State Generator and store these in STATUS REGISTER
RECEIVER. (status bits):

packet end (coming from level 2)
packet < 2 bytes
packet ~ ~ bytes
invalid GFID
invalid PT
Header ready

generation of the statusbits of the low level 3 receiver
for level 2 : busy (in case of an overrun or an improper
start of the low level 3 receiver)

generation of an attention signal for high level 3 so it
can start reading its status register (when the header
has been completly received some pre-processing can start)

generation of an attention signal for level 2 so it can
start reading its status register
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- the high level 3 machine must have read access to
GFID / LCGN-Rx register
LCN-Rx register
PT-Rx register
DMA WRITE DATA LENGTH counter

write access to BUFFER LENGTH-Rx register to
initialize it

the low level 3 receiver can be reset and started by high
level 3 via the command register

4.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LOW LEVEL 3 RECEIVER

The low level 3 receiver is shown in figure 8. The main task of
the low level 3 receiver is to convert the serial data coming
from level 2 into parallel data, and to store this in memory.
This memory is accessed using the DMA control unit. Knowing
that the format of the packets is as shown in figure 2, it is
quite clear that the header has to be separated from the data.
This is done by the shift-registers:

the first byte is shifted in the GFID/LCGN-Rx
(General Format Identifier I Logic Channel
Group Number) receive register

the second byte is shifted in the LCN-Rx
(Logic Channel Number) receive register

- the third byte is shifted in the PT-Rx
(Packet Type) receive register

the other bytes have to be stored in the
shared-memory.

The process of storing bytes in the shared memory is initiated
by the low level 3 receiver; after having received 2 bytes (16
bit is 1 word) in the DATA-Rx register these 2 bytes are copied
to the DMA WRITE DATA REGISTER. A DMA write data request is
generated simultaniously by the low level level 3 receiver for
the dma control unit. While this is done new data is shifted
into the DATA-Rx register. Every data-byte that is received by

the low level 3 receiver is count for in DMA WRITE DATA LENGTH
and BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-R>:. If the BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-Rx
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FIGURE 8. LOW LEVEL 3 RECEIVER
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expires buffers have to be linked. The following actions have
to be taken by the DMA control unit:

- the address of the next free buffer has to be stored in the
last word of the buffer. This is done by a write pointer
request from the low level 3 receiver to the DMA control
unit.

- the DMA WRITE DATA ADDRESS register is filled with the
contents of the NEXT REC BUFFER register (more about this
in paragraph B.3).

the high level 3 machine is signaled to prepare a new next
free buffer by a command of the DMA control unit.

So a new empty buffer is pointed to and can be filled with the
rest of the data of this packet. This is called buffer-linking
and is shown in figure 9

IDem OF DC. P~C'DT - 70
BllFD IDGm b - 32

EMPTY

FIGURE 9. BUFFER-LINKING

The following status bits are generated by the low level 3
receiver and are stored in the STATUS REGISTER RECEIVER:

- HEADER READY

- PACKET < 2 BYTES

- PACKET < 3 BYTES

GFID/LCGN, LCN and PT of
this new packet is received;
while data is still being
transported into memory via DMA

number of bytes of the
received packet is less than 2;
so an incorrect logic channel
number is received

number of bytes of the
received packet is less than 3;
so incorrect packet type is
received
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- INVALID PACKET TYPE

- INVALID GFID

packet type to short or not
supported

the GFID of the received
packet is not valid; for
instance sequence numbering
modulo 128 is not supported.

The status-bits PACKET END and LEVEL 2 DIAGNOSTICS are ge
nerated by level 2. They are required by low- and high level 3;
in low level 3 they are used for directing and stopping the
received data stream.
The receiver can be reset and started by the high level 3 this
can be done via the COMMAND REGISTER. If the receiver gets data
from level 2 before it has been started properly by high level
3, or if there is an overrun (low level 3 has to do a new DNA
write data request, because it has received another 16 bits of
data, while the pending DNA request is not been acknowledged
yet) the BUSY-bit of the STATUS REGISTER LOW LEVEL 3 will be
set. Now level 2 has to transmit a RNR (Receiver Not Ready>
frame indicating that the receiver isn't able to store data any
longer. If the low level 3 receiver is properly reset and
started after this busy situation has occurred, the BUSY-bit
will be reset and now level 2 will send a REJ (REJect) frame,
indicating its readiness.

4.3. SIGNALS FROM AND FOR THE LOW LEVEL 3 RECEIVER

The low level 3 receiver Finite State Machine has to generate
the various status and control signals and has to look for
various commands from other units. These signals are:

Command bits from the Finite State Machine for low level
receiver.

(OUT) selO, sell

(OUT) decr

to select a path in the
de-multiplexer

to decrement the BUFFER LENGTH COUNT
Rx and increment the DMA WRITE DATA
LENGTH counter



(OUT) copy 1

(OUT) copy 2
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to copy the data from DATA-Rx register
to DMA-WRITE-DATA register

to copy the contents of the BUFFER
LENGTH-Rx register into the BUFFER
LENGTH COUNT-Rx counter

Command bits for the DMA control unit.

(OUT) DMA write data
request

(OUT> DMA write painter
request

to force the DMA unit to write the
data of the DMA-WRITE-DATA register
into the receive buffer by a DMA write
cycle.

to command the DMA unit to write the
pointer of the next free buffer (of
the chain) in the last word of the
(old) empty buffer and initialize a
new next free buffer pointer (chaining
of buffers belonging to one packet;
shown in figure 9).

Status bit from the DNA control unit.

(IN) outstanding DMA Rx the low level 3 receiver has an
outstanding reqUEst

- for writing data
- for writing a pointer

Status bit for level 2

(OUT) busy : in case of overrun or
RxC2 starts toggling before the
low level 3 receiver is proper
ly reset and started by high
level 3

Status bit for high level l

(OUT)
(OUT)
(OUT)
(OUT)

(OUT>

packet < 2 octets
packet < 3 octets
invalid GFID
invalid PT
header ready
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Attention bit for high level ~

(OUT) attention3 if header ready gets active or if
packet end from level 2 gets active

Status bits from level £

(IN) diagnostics : level 2 received a diagnostic frame
so there is no packet-header to be
separated. The data is put in shared
memory straight away

( IN)

<IN)

- Packet End

- RxC2

: level 2 received a trailing flag so
everything is ended.

clock signal used to direct data
stream

Command bits from high level ~

( IN) reset low level
(asyn. reset)

:initialize low level 3 receiver
copy bufferlength in
buffer counter
set status bits ~ 3 bytes

< 2 bytes
etc.

selO, sell := 0,0
- reset busy

- start low level :from now on we can start receiving
c? packet

The Nassi Schneiderman diagram of the low level
Finite State Machine is shown in appendix 9.

3 receiver



5_ LOW LEVEL 3 TRANSMITTER

5.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LOW LEVEL 3 TRANSMITTER
(packet assemble module of figu~e 3)

Tasks to be handled by the low level 3 transmitter:

- assemble header shift bit 0-7 out of GFID/LeGN-Tx ~eg.

shift bit 8-15 out of LCN-Tx ~egister

shift bit 16-23 out of PT-Tx register
the clock for shifting is TxC2
the data that is shifted out is TxD2

- fetch data out of memory
- generate DMA read data request
- copy DMA-READ-DATA-REGISTER. into DATA-

Tx register
- shift data out of DATA-Tx register
- detect and take appropriate action in

case of an underrun situation

detect the situation that a new buffer pointer is requi
red. When the transmit buffer is empty and the packet
length counter is not ~ero yet

detect the situation that no mo~e data bytes have to be
send

- generate transmitter-status for level 2
- packet ready - packed end - unde~run

the transmitter can be reset and started by high level 3
via a command registe~

- high level 3 must have write access to
GFID I LCGN-Tx register

- LCN-Tx registe~

- PT-Tx register
- DMA-READ-DATA-LENGTH counter
- BUFFER-LENGTH-Tx register

- high level 3 doesn't need any read access. Eventually read
access to DMA READ DATA LENGTH counter to determine how
long it will take before another packet can be sent.



5.2 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LOW LEVEL 3 TRANSMITTER

The low level 3 transmitter is shown in figure 10. The main
task of the low level 3 transmitter is to assemble a packet.
This is done by shifting out the GFID/LCGN-Tx, LCN-Tx and the
PT-Tx transmit registers. After having shifted out 16 bits of
data out of the DATA-Tx register, new data is copied from the
DMA READ DATA REGISTER into the DATA-Tx register. The DMA READ
DATA LENGTH counter and the BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-Tx are
decremented simultaniously.

if the BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-Tx doesn't contain
2 and the DMA READ DATA LENGTH counter isn't
zero then a new DMA READ DATA request is done.

if the BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-Tx contains 2 and
the contents of the DMA READ DATA LENGTH
counter is more than 2 then the start of the
new buffer in the chain has to be read. This is
accomplished by a read pointer request from the
low level 3 transmitter to the DMA cont~ol unit

if the DMA READ DATA LENGTH counter contains
zero then last byte has been transmitted and
the PACKET-END bit in register: STATUS FOR
LEVEL 2 will be set.

If a pending DMA request has not been acknowledged when a new
request is done then we have an underrun-situation. This is
indicated by the UNDERRUN-bit in the STATUS FOR LEVEL 2
register. The action of level 2 on this status is to transmit
an abort and ask high level 3 for a new packet.
If the contents of the DMA READ DATA LENGTH counter is zero the
process of fetching data from memory and converting it into
serial data will be stopped and the PACKET END bit in the
STATUS FOR LEVEL 2 register will be set.
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FIGURE 10. THE LOW LEVEL 3 TRANSMITTER
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5.3. SIGNALS FROM AND FOR THE LOW LEVEL 3 TRANSMITTER

The low level
and contr-ol
level 3.

3 tr-ansmitter- has to gener-ate the var-ious status
signals and has to handle the commands of high

So the var-ious signals of the low level 3 tr-ansmitter- ar-e:

Status bits for- level ~:

(DUn

(DUn

<oun

- packet r-eady

- packet end

- under-r-un

data and header- in the low
level 3 tr-ansmitter- is r-eady so
level 2 can star-t its tr-ansmit
session by tr-ansmitting a

leading flag an address byte
and a contr-ol byte, when this
is done level 2 can sta~t

toggling TxC2

the whole packet has been shif
ted to level 2, this level can
now star-t tr-ansmitting a Fr-ame
Check Sequence and a tr-ailing
flag

it was impossible for- the low
level 3 tr-ansmitter- to fetch
data out of the shar-ed memory
in time

Command bits from the FSM for- low level ~ tr-ansmitter-:

(OUT)

(OUT>

(OUT)

- sel 0,1

- copy 1

- copy 2

two select lines to choose a
r-egister- which needs to b~

shifted out next

a command signal to copy the
BUFFER LENGTH Tx register- into
the BUFFER LENGTH Tx COUNT

a command signal to copy the
DNA READ DATA register- into the
DATA-Tx r-egister-
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a decrement command to de
crement the BUFFER LENGTH Tx
COUNT and the DNA READ DATA
LENGTH counter every time a
byte is sent

Command bits for FSM from high level ~

( IN)

( IN)

- reset

- start

a command to reset the low
level 3 transmitter

a command to start the low
level 3 transmitter

Statusbits from low level ~ transmitter for its FSM:

( IN)

( IN)

( IN)

- DMA read data
length = 0

- DMA read data
length > 2

buffer length Tv
count = 2

status to indicate that the
whole packet is sent

status to indicate that
there are more than two
bytes to be sent in this
packet

status to indicate that
there are 2 bytes left
in the transmit buffer.
Depending on the contents of
the DMA READ DATA LENGTH
counter this is data or a

pointer to the next transmit
buffer.

Command bits for DNA unit:

(OUT) - DMA read data req. a command to request the
DMA control unit to fetch
data from memory and store
it in the DNA READ DATA
register

(OUT) - DMA read pointer req. a command to make the DMA
control unit fetch a new
transmit buffer pointer
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Status signal from the DMA unit:

( IN) outstanding
DMA Tx request the last request to read

data or pointer has not yet
been acknowledged by the DMA
control unit.

The Nassi Schneiderman diagram of the low level
from state machine is shown in appendix 10.

3 transmitter
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6.1. INITIALIZATION
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OF OPERATION
X.25 CO-PROCESSOR

All the following fields must be initializes correctly before
the co-processor can start properly:

- queue administrations high priority queue
low priority queue
transmit queue
empty buffer table
in every channel-descriptor:

receive pointer queue
transmit pointer queue

- parameters level 2 - k max. number of outstanding
I frames

max. number of retransmissions
(N2)

- time out (200ms)

level 3 - buffer-length Tx/Rx

channel-descriptor type of channel
state of channel
P(S) P(R)
window size
packet size

etc.

Most of these fields are located in the shared memory.
co-processor itself some registers, machines etc. have
initialized as well.

In the
to be
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6.2. RECEIVING OF PACKETS

The first thing that has to be done, after initialization, is
ask level 2 if it is possible to make a connection. If this is
confirmed by the level 2 machine high level 3 is told about it.
The first thing that has to be done now is passing empty
buffers from the host to the co-processor. This is accomplished
by the host, by writing the appropriate command and a pointer
in the command area and the generation of an attention. The
attention process of high level 3 will recognize the append
receive buffer command and will put the pointer to the empty
buffer in the empty buffer table. After some receive buffers
have been passed to the co-processor high level 3 has to ask
level 2 to make a link connection.
When this link has been established the DMA control unit is
initialized to make it possible to pass data from the co
p~ocessor by DMA into an empty buffer (shared memory). When a
packet has been received correctly the state of the
corresponding channel has to be updated. In case of a data
packet, the pointer to the (first) receive buffer (an empty
buffer which has been filled now with received data) is put in
the receive pointer queue of the corresponding channel
descriptor. If the received packet was a command packet the
pointer to the (first) receive buffer, the packet type and a
pointer to the channel-descriptor are put in the response areE
and an interrupt is generated. The host can inspect the
response area and take appropriate action on the reception of
this packet.

If the received packet violates the packet level
host will be informed about it. It is one of the
3 to recognize these violations. This is done in
Generator (NSG), a dedicated piece of hardware
level 3 machine which controls the protocol.

protocol the
tasks of level
the Next State

in the high

The information required for this machine is
-old state of the actual channel
-type of the actual channel
-received packet type
-status of the low level 3 machine

-invalid packet type
-invalid GFID
-packet shorter than 2 octets
-packet shorter than 3 octets
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After the NSG generator has been filled with the appropriate
information, it is started. Now the NSG will look if there is a
violation; if so, an error action is generated with a
diagnostic field included. If there is no violation a new state
for the actual channel is generated and stored in an output
register just like the action which have to be performed by the
micro-program of the high level 3 machine (see paragraph 7.2).

6.3. TRANSMISSION OF PACKETS

copy the
queue of

is put in the
register).

If the host wants to transmit data it has to put a pointer to
the transmit buffer with its length (a buffer with data that
need to be transmitted), the packet type and a pointer to the
logic channel-descriptor in the command area and has to gene
rate an attention.
The attention process of the high level 3 machine will
pointer to the transmit buffer in the transmit pointer
the corresponding channel-descriptor.
If a command packet has to be transmitted the host has to store

- packet type
pointer to evt. transmit buffer. with its length
pointer to the iogic channel descriptor

in the command area.
If the packet passed from the host to the co-processor is a
command packet, the attention process of high level 3 will
recognize that it is a command packet and will put the packet
type in the low- or high-priority-command-field depending on
the high priority or low priority status of the cQmm~nd. It
will copy the pointer to the transmit buffer in the low- or
high-priority-special-purpose-transmit-pointer-field of the
corresponding channel-descriptor.
Subsequently a pointer to the channel-descriptor
low- or high-priority-queue (in the communication

The queue handler process will be started every time the queue
is not full, until last acknowledged +k +1 (k outstanding J

frames). This process will fetch packets in the following
priority:- high priority packets out of the high priority queue

low priority packets out of low priority queue
if non available, data packets out of the chain
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Before that the packet header information is assembled and

stored in the transmit queue, together with a pointer to the
transmit buffer. The high level 3 machine (more specific the
NSG) will check if the packet which has to be transmitted, is
allowed in this state of the packet protocol. If not, the host
will be informed about the packet which was not allowed to be
sent because of the state of channel.
After the GFID/LCGN, LCN, PT and pointer to the transmit buffer

and its length havve been stored in the packet-descriptor, the
transmit queue administration is updated.
If the level 2 machine is ready to transmit an I frame (packet
from level 3 ) it will do a packet request to level 3, with a
pointer to the requested packet-descriptor in the transmit

queue. The high level 3 transmit process will fetch the header

and the initial data from the transmit queue and will initiali
ze the DMA control unit and the low level 3 transmitter and

start the low level 3 transmitter.

6.4. SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS OF THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

In the micro-program of the high level 3 machine the various

software routines have been implemented. The appropriate
routine will be seleceted by the main program (appendix 3). The

following processes have been defined in the high level ~

machine (The Nassi Schneiderman diagrams of these functions are
shown in appendix 11):

['ISC

N2 - N4

- ERRx 1 - ERF~}: 4

RECEIVER

gister

function

collect final information for the NSG

start NSG

interprete output of NSG[action] re

(something wrong
so tell host)

(discard packet)

(take appropriate

actions)

N2 restart phase
N3 call set up, call clear

and reset phase
N4 data transfer phase
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store receive buffer pointer
take care of the releasing of transmit
buffers (packets sent by the DTE are
acknowledged in data, RR and RNR
packets~

update receive queue
update empty buffer administration
update receive sequence numbering

- update state of channel
take care of handshake mechanism [PEJ

ATTENTION

channel

store pointer of the data
have to be transmitted in
pointer queue of the

packets which
the transmit
corresponding

descriptor (and put the channel
descriptor in the chain if needed)
store the pointer of command packets
and the packet type in their fields in
the channel-descriptor and put a pain

ter to the channel in the high priority
queue or low priority queue.
reset channel administration in the
channel-descriptor
restart; so reset all channels

- transmit restart request
transmit restart request confirmation
append empty buffers
take care of handshake mechanism

clear general command field of the
command area

QUEUE HANDLER - fill transmit queue till it is f~ll

fetch packet from high priority queue
fetch packet from low priority queue
or data packets out of the chain
check if the X.25 protocol allows to
transmit the specified packet

if not tell the host, else put the
packet header with pointers in the
transmit queue
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take care of the following administra
tions

transmit queue
high priority queue
low priority queue
chain administration, (get channel
out of chain if necessary)

update state of channel
take care of "mutual exclusion" mecba
nism if necessary

clear high prio com field
or clear low prio com field

take care of handshake mechanism with
level 2

clear pac~et acknowled~e ~it

of level 2/1evel 3 interface
registers.

if there is something in the transmit
queue to transmit then
fetch the packet header (selected by
level 2) from the transmit queue and
store it in the corresponding regis
ters of the low level 3 transmitter
initialize the DMA control unit with the
address of the first transmit buffer of
the packet
start the low level 3 transmitter by

setting the start transmitter bit in the
command register
take care of the handshake mechanism with
level 2

clear packet request bit of the
level 2/1evel 3 interface regs

update the running timers of thE various
channels in their corresponding channel
descriptors
if a timer expires then inform the host
about it.

Not all the required routines have been
routines have still to be implemented:

written yet. The ne::t
-collect NSG input
-initialization
-performance
-link set-up/break-down
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7 THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

The high level 3 machine is the Kernel of the
The basic modules are: a micro-controller, an
Logic Unit) and a dedicated piece of hardware
Generator ".

level 3 machine.
ALU (Arithmetic

the" Ne:<t StCl.te

7.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

The high level 3 machine has to perform the following tasks:

- inspect header of the received packet

update the state of the channel (s) after a packet is received

- store the length of the received buffer and the pointer to

it, in place. here two places can be distinguished:
- receive queue of a specific channel if the

packet is a data packet

- response area of the communication registers if

the packet is a command packet

handle the commands in the command area of the communication
registers

transmit data packets
transmit command packets

- reset channel, restart all channels
others like link set up, initialize etc.

- check if the X.25 packet level protocol allows a packet of a
channel (which is in a specified state) to be transmitted.

if not tell the host
- else put the paclet in the transmit queue and

update the state of that channel
These packets come from high priority queue

low priority queue

chain of channels which have data
packets to transmit

fetch a packet (which is ne~t to be transmitted and is
puinted to by level 2) from the transmit queue and store

it in the low level 3 transmitter, reset and start the low
level 3 transmitter

- handle the initialization of level 3,2,1

- handle link set up
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HIGH LEVEL 3 MACHINE

The high level 3 machine is shown in figure 11. In this machine
13 registers have been defined to store the pointers to various
tables, queues etc. Six of these registers are:

LIC Lowest Incoming Channel (uni-direction&l)
- HIC Highest Incoming Channel (uni-directional)

LTC Lowest Two way Channel (bi-directional)
- HT Highest Two way Channel (bi-directional)
- LOC Lowest Outgoing Channel (uni-directional)
- HOC Highest Outgoing Channel (uni-directional;

For mare information about these channel numbers see appendix
12. These registers are required to compute the pointer to the
actual channel-descriptor fast enough. The computation of the
actual channel-descriptor is a function of the received LCN
(Logic Channel Number), and the contents of LIC, HIC •.• HOC
registers. This function has not yet been implemented, it has
to be placed in the FETCH NSG INPUT routine. The bound~ries

(LIC, HIC ••. HOC) are agreed with the administration !PTT) i or

a period of time. During the initialization of the co-processor
these registers should be filled, they won't be changed du~ing

operation; just like the address of the start of the

communication registers and the transmit queue. For the empty
buffer administration 3 registers are needed:

- next consume empty buffer
- next produce empty buffer
- #unused empty buffers

During normal operation the register~ NEXT IN CHAIN and ACTUAL
CHANNEL are used to point to the various channel-descriptors

The high level ~ machine has an 16-bit ALU.
are listed b~low

~dd (modulo 8,128 •• )
subtract (modulo 8,128 .• )

- increment
decrement

- compare
- shift (for multiplication etc.)

Its instructions
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These operations are done on the accumulator and the operand 2
register. After the operation has been completed the result

will be stored in the accumulator.
In the high level 3 machine a Next State Generator has been
defined. This NSG has an set of input registers:

- old state

- type of channel

information

about the rec.
packet

(3-bit which represent the state of
the channel PI-P7, DI-D4, RI-R4)

see appendix 13.

(3-bit which represent the type of
(channel PVC or VC and one-way/two

way incoming/outgoing)

-packet type

-invalid packet type received
-packet shorter than 2 octets

-packet shorter than 3 octet=

-invalid channel number

-etc

The output from the Next State Generator will
registers:

be stored in 3

- NSG[actionJ in this register the action to be taken
by the high level 3 machine is stored

ER1-ER4 (ERror 1 to ERror 4)

NI-N4 (Normal1 to Normal4
DISC (DISCard packet)

- NSG[NEW STATE] on the reception of a packet the

actual state of can be changed. The
new state of the channel is stored in

this register

- NSG[DIAGNJ if the action is an error (ERI-ER4), a

diagnostic code is generated for sta

tistic and recovery purposes

The implementation of the NSG has not yet been definec. The

following implementations could be considered:

- ROM (Read Only Memory) where the input registers
form the addresses while the data is stored in the

output registers.

implement the NSG in a finite state machine
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In the high level 3 machine a 16-bit databus and a 16-bit DMA
bus can be distinguished. The DMA INFO DATA register is 16-bit
wide. In this register the data is stored durig 2 DMA rEad info
cycle. During a DMA write info cycle high level 3 must store
his data in this register. The DMA control unit fetches it

there and writes it into memory.
The micro-controller controls the high level 3 machine. The
micro program has still to be written although a high level
<Fascal alike> prototype is ready and shown in appendix 14.
The implementation of the micro-controller has not yet been
defined either. The following implementations could be
considered:

- all the routines (appendix 14) will operate sequen
tially with a specific priority (see appendix 3)

- Two sets of routines operate parallel
- receive programs -RECEIVER

-FETCH NEXT REC BUFFEP
-PREPARE INPUT NSG

- other programs -TRANSMITTER
-QUEUE HANDLER
-TIMER ROUTINE
-ATTENTION ROUTINE
-etc

The recommendation is first to try
If the throughput of this solution is
implementation should be considered.

the first imple~entaticn.

insufficient the sec~rd
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B DMA CONTROL UNIT

8.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE DMA CONTROL UNIT

First of all it has to be stated that the DHA control unit
isn't a module in the sense of the X.25 decompostion (figure

4). This unit is only implemented to speed up the interaction

between the co-processor and the shared memory. In the DMA

control unit 3 logical DMA channels can be distinguished one

for each of the following functions:

to store received data, coming from the low level 3

receiver, into a receive buffer (write only chan,el)

- to fetch data from a transmit buffer and pass it to t~e

low level 3 transmitter (read only channel)

- to fetch and store housekeeping information resp. from and
into (read/write channel):

empty buffer table
logic channel table

communication registers
- transmit queue

The DMA controller must be able to write a pointer to the next

receive buffer in the last field of a receive buffer (buffer
linkage). It must also be able to read a pointer to the next

transmit buffer and put this data in the address register. To
achieve the highest throughput of the co-processor, a p~~ority

for these channels is required: (from highest to lowest prio~i

ty)

write data/w~ite pointer request (low level 3 receiver)

read datairead pointer request (low level 3 transmitter)

read/write housekeeping information

After the 2 data channels havve been initialized correctly the
DMA control unit will handle addressing autonomously during the
rest of the reception or transmission of a packet.
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DMA CONTROL UNIT

The DMA control unit has to perform the following tasks:

detect DMA requests
- store the requests in the appropriate priority

generate the appropriate addresses (autonomously>
fetch and store the data from and into memory
generate write and read commands for the bus interface
unit
generate the right statusses like outstanding DMA request
generate the command for high level 3 to fetch a new NXT
RECEIVE BUFFER

8.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DMA CONTROL UNIT

The DMA control unit is illustrated in figure 12. This unit is
based on:

- 16-bit internal bus

4 source address registers - DMA W DATA ADDR (counter)
(16-bit) DMA R DATA ADDR (counter)

NXT REC BUF (temporary reg.)
DMA R/W INFO ADDR (register)

3 data registers - DMA W DATA (source)
(16-bit! DMA R DATA (destination)

DMA R/W INFO (source or
destination)

or special - DMA REC BUF (source)

Two main cycles can be distinguished: a write cycle and a read
cycle:

- write cyrle: Store one of the source data registers in thE
temporary DMA data register. Select one of the sou~ce

address registers and initialize a write cycle to the bus
interface unit. Unde~ the specific condition of an 8 bit
databus, the source ~egister must be incremented after one
of the two bytes has been stored. So in this case 2 bus
w~ite cycles are required to store one word in memo~y.
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read cycle: Select one of the source address registers and
initialize a read cycle to the bus interface unit. Just

like the write cycle under the same condition a second
address must be generated. After the complete word has
been fetched (in case of an 8 bits bus in 2 bus read
cycles), the contents of the DMA data register is stored
in the destination register. If this all is accomplished

the outstanding DNA request flag is reset.

Special attention must be paid to the W_POINTER and R_POIN:ER
sequences.

WRITE POINTER SEQUENCE:

- the contents of the NXT REC BUF ADDR
will be stored ln the DNA DATA register

- a DMA write cycle will be initiated
with the DNA W DATA ADDR as data source

the contents of the NXT REC BUF ADDR is

stored in the DMA W DATA ADDR register.

Now high level 3 is forced
a new NXT REC BUF ADDR and
its register by setting the
REC aUF bit.

to prepa.re
put it in

FETCH NXT

This bit will be reset by the high level 3 process. If this bit

is still set when a W_POINTER request is done, this sequence

can't be started because there is no NXT REG BUF yet. Conse
quently the next request to write data will be an overrun and

the process of the lo~ level 3 receiver will take appropriate
action for error recovery.

READ POINTER SEQUENCE: this one about the same as the wrl~e

pointer sequence

- execute a read cycle with DMA R DATA ADDR as address-source

store the contents of the DNA DATA register in the
DMA R DATA ADDR register

reset the outstanding DMA request flag
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INTERFACE UNIT

This bus interface unit is just like the DMA control unit, no
module in the sense of the X.25 decomposition (figure 4). The
bus interface unit is required to convert the signals of the
co-processor to the various microprocessor-standards like

8085 / 8086 / 8088

6800 / 6809 / 68000
To make this possible there has to be the possibility t~ extend
the number of addresslines so a real offset in the memory can
be made. This service asks for an adder.
To "compress" the number of pens on the chip, the address- and
data-bus have to be multiplexed.
Special attention has to be paid to the fact that the MOTOROLA
family first gets the low byte and then the hioh byte, while
the INTEL family first fetches the high byte and the~ the law
byte.

9.1. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BUS INTERFACE UNIT

The tasks of the bus interface unit are:

extend the number of addresslines (EXT)

handle the differences between the MOTOROLA/INTEL
standards (Mil)

handle the differences between an 8 or 16 bits databus
(if the databus is 8 bit then extra adresses have to be
generated INC signal to the DMA control unit will handle
this)

handle the multiplexing mechanism of the bUSSES

- generate the command and status signals which are needed
by other units:

HOST

R/W
ALE 0,1

BUS REQ

DMA CONTROL SYSTEM

DMA ACKN
INC
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BUSINTERFACE UNIT

The bus interface unit is illustrated in figure 13. The main
parts of this module are: -HL/LH conversion

-EXTended ADDRess register
-9-bit ADDER
-an 16-bit internal bus

-4 8-bit registers to clock data in
-3 buffers to take control of

busmanagement
-BUS INTERFACE FSM to control the

whole unit
The EXTend register is the first register that needs to be
filled at initialisation.
If the external data-bus is only 8 bit wide a cycle (write or
read) have to be split into two cycles hence the DMA control
unit has to generate two addresses. The INC signal of the FSM
has to initiate this.
The states of the FSM have not yet been defined.
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3.2 Basic structure of packets
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PACKET TVPES

Every packet transferred across the DTE/DCE interface consists of at least three octets. These three octets
contain a general format identifier, a logical channel identifier and a packet type identifier. Other packet fields are
appended as required (see § 6).

Packet types and their use in association with various services are given in Table 5/X.25.

TABLE 5/X.25

Packet types and their U!Ie in various ~rvlces

Packet type Service

I
I

From DCE to DTE From DTE to DCE VC
I

pvc I DG'I

I
Call set-up and clearing (see Note 1)

Incoming call Call request X
Call connected Call accepted X
Clear indication Clear request X
DCE clear confirmation DTE clear confirmation X i,

I

!
:

Data and interrupt (see Note 2) ,
I

DCE data DTE data X
!

X
DCE interrupt DTE interrupt X X
DCE interrupt confirmation DTE interrupt confirmation X X I

I
I

Datagram (see Note 3) i I

DCE datagram DTE datagram X
Datagram service signal I X

Flow control and reset (see Note 4)

DCE RR DTE RR X X X
DCE RNR DTE RNR X X X

DTE REJ .) X X X
Reset indication Reset request X X X
DCE reset confirmation DTE reset confirmation X X X

I
I

I

Restart (~ Note 5)

Restart indication Restart request X X X
DCE restart confirmation DTE restart confirmation X X X

Diagnostic (see Note 6)

Diagnostic II X X X

"' Not necessarily available on all networks.

VC Virtual call
PVC Permanent virtual circuit
DG Datagram

Note J - See §§ 4.1 and 7.2.4 for procedures and §§ 6.2 and 6.8.2 for formats.

Note 2 - See § 4.3 for procedures and § 6.3 for formats.

Note 3 - See § 5.1 for procedures and § 6.4 for formats.

Note 4 - See §§ 4.4, 5.2 and 7.1.4 for procedures and §§ 6.5 and 6.8.1 for formats.

Nole 5 - See § 3.3 for procedures and § 6.6 for formats.

Nole 6 - See § 3.4 for procedures and § 6.7 for formats.
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TYPES OF CONTROL BYTES
TABLE 3/X.25

Commands and responses

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-
Fonnat Commands Responses Encoding

Information
transfer I (information) 0 N(S) P N(R)

Supervisory RR (receive RR (receive
ready) ready) I 0 0 0 P/F N(R)

RNR (receive RNR (receive
not ready) not ready) I 0 I 0 P/F N(R)

REJ (reject) REJ (reject) I 0 0 I P/F N(R)

Unnumbered SARM (set - OM (disconnected
asynchronous mode)
response mode) I I I I P/F 0 0 0

SABM (set
asynchronous
balanced mode) 1 I I I P I 0 0

DISC (disconnect) I I 0 0 P 0 I 0

UA (unnumbered
acknowledge-
ment) I 1 0 0 F I I 0

CMOR (command,
reject) I I I 0 F 0 0 1

FRMR (frame
reject) -

Note I - The need for, and use of, additional commands and responses are for further study.

Note 2 - OTEs do not have to implement both SARM and SABM; funhennore OM and SABM need not be used if SARM only
is used.

Note 3 - -RR, RNR ~nd R£J~upervisorycommand fTames are not used by The DeE when SARM is used (LAP).

Only one REJ exception condition for a given direction of information transfer may be established at any
time. The REJ exception condition is cleared (reset) upon the receipt of an I frame with an N(S) equal to the
N(R) of the REJ.

The REJ command with the P bit set to 1~ be used by the DTE or DCE to ask for the status of the
DCE or DTE, respectively.

2.3.4.4 Receive not ready (RNR) command and response

The receive not ready (RNR) supervisory frame is used by the DTE or DCE to indicate a busy condition;
i.e., temporary inability to accept additional incoming I frames. I frames numbered up to and including N(R) - 1
are acknowledged. I frame N(R) and subsequent I frames received, if any, are not acknowledged; the acceptance
status of these I frames will be indicated in subsequent exchanges.

An indication that the busy condition has cleared is communicated by the transmission of a VA, RR, REJ
or SABM.

The RNR command with the P bit set to 1 may be used by the DTE or DCE to ask for the status of the
DCE or DTE, respectively.

2.3.4.5 Set asynchronous response mode (SARM) command

The SARM unnumbered command is used to place the addressed DTE or DCE in the asynchronous
response mode (ARM) information transfer phase.

Fascicle VIII.2 - Rec. X.25 109
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NASSI SCHNEIDERMAN DIAGRAM OF THE MAIN PROGRAM
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LAVOUT OF THE VARIOUS PACKET TVPES
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LAYOUT OF THE VARIOUS PACKET TYPES
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LAVOUT OF THE VARIOUS PACKET TVPES

RUTART FAST SELECT FACILITY
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0 0 0 1l
LCN

0 0 0 0 1 0 , ,
~~5rl::"T" I ~~1°~i.r;TM

0 0 0 ,lo 0 0 0
0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0, , , , I 0 , ,

Il(STARTING CAUSE

IIAGIIOSTIC COOE IIOT _""..-y '"
Il(START ll(o.~ST PACKETS

5
I OTE AD!lRESS

OTE & DCE Il(START C_ATQl

r0 0 0 0

0 o I FACllTY LENGTH

: FACllTlES :

I I
: CAll USER DATA ,
I I

CALL REllYEST ANQ lIlCQ!!!!G CAll

6J
OCTETS
HU

121
OCTETS
HA~

FACILITIES

DIAGNOSTIC

1171615141J121'

0 0 0 , I 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
, , , , 0 0 0 ,

DlAGIIOSTIC CDOE

DlAUHOS ?lC
E~PLANA TION

.....

0 0 0 1 I
LCN

0 0 0 0 1 1 , 1

....L.. ~l1t I 'AU.lD Or(
AQ£JIf!.~ ,11I(j1", ADDll(~~ LEC,',.

,
DTE AOORESS

o I FACILITY LEN(iTH

• 6J• I OCTETS
. 1 HU

----------1!1,21
CALLED USER DATA • 1 OCTETS

L...- ---JIJ HU

CALL AC([PTEO AND CALL CONNECTED

1171615141J121'

0 0 0 , I

LCN

0 D 0 1 0 0 1 ,
ClEARING CAUSE

OIAGHOS TIC COOE

(.Iot<M. Ot( , (AUlD O'l
~(!oSlU(i'" ADDll(S5lf."",.

7 I
OTE AOORESS

I 0

o I FACILITY LENGTH

FACILITIES
""6J

, ,OCTETS

/-- --------i-t~2AI~
CLE AR U5ER DATA' ' OCTETS

L... - __=.,.....J;1HAX

ClEAR !!£QUCST AHD (LEAR IIO(ATQl

REVIEW PACKETS II

HI X.25 6-5
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*************************************************************

CHANNEL DESCRIPTOR

*************************************************************
***Hi gh pr i c:>r i ty -f= i ~1 ds.***

( 16) pointer to a transmit buffer
which is filled with informa
tion belonging to a non-data
packet (high priority)

(16)

(8)

SPEC_PURP_TR_LENGTH_HP number of bytes in the transmit
buffer descirbed above

HIGH_PRIO_COM_FIELD this field contains the packet
type of a non-data packet what
need to be transmitted (pointer
in high priority command queue)

*************************************************************
***1 c:>"'" P r i c:>r i t Y -f= i ~ 1 d s.***

(16 ) pointer to a transmit buffer
which is filled with informa
tion belonging to a non-data
packet (low priority)

( 16)

(8)

SPEC_PURP_TR_LENGTH_LP number of bytes in the transmit
buffer descirbed above

LOW_PRIO_COM_FIELD this field contains the packet
type of a non-data packet what
need to be transmitted (pointer
in low priority command queue)
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*************************************************************
q L..lE:'L..lE:' ***

( 16)

( 16)

(3)

queue of max 8 pointers which
are pointing to receive buffers
filled with information of
data-packets

the number of bytes in those
receive buffers must be stored
as well

receive queue administration

receive queue administration

receive queue administration

*************************************************************
***t. r can 5:i1Tl i t. pC3int.E:'r q L..l E:' Ll E:' ***

( 16)

(16)

(3)

queue of max 8 pointers which
are pointing to transmit buf
fers filled with information of
data-packets

the number of bytes in those
transmit buffers must stored
as well

transmit queue administration

transmit queue administration

transmit queue administration
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*************************************************************
***p CSlr CSlRl~t~r 50 ***

(3)

(12)

(3) #D_PACKETS

PVC, VC (Permanent Virtual
Circuit, Virtual Call) one-way
incomming outgoing, two-way

12 bit number (same as Logic
Channel Group Number + Logic
Channel Number in the header of
packets)

Number of data packets with D
bit set and which are not
acknowledged yet by the host
(only the host can ackn data
packets with D bit set)

(3) sequence number of
acknowledged (by
packet peR)

the last
the DTE)

of the last
(by the DCE)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(4 )

<1j

(1)

LAST_ACKN

OUTST_INTER_DTE

sequence number of the packet
that is next to receive

sequence number
acknowledged
packet

sequence number of the packet
which is next to transmit (P(S)

data packet is member a of a
sequence of data packets

this channel has transmitted an
interrupt packet that is not
been ackn yet

this channel has received an
interrupt packet which is not
been ackn yet ( has to be done
by the host)
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(8)

(3)

(10)

(9)

(9 )

(1)

(1)

TIMER

W (WINDOWSIZE)

timerfield if the timer isn't
running this field contains 0

packet windowsize default 2
ma}: 7

max size of the data-packets
standard 128 optional 16, 32,
64, 256, 512, 1024

chain of channeldescriptors
which have data-packets to
transmit

chain of channeldescriptors
which have data-packets to
transmit

flag which indicates that this
channel is in the chain

flag indicating that this
channel isn't allowed to trans
mit data packets
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RESPONSES FROM THE CO-PROCESSOR

RESPONSES GENERATED BY fr=RECEIVER ROUTINE

The host is told about every received packet except RR,RNR and
REJ packets

RESP_CODE

incoming
call

call
connected

clear

indication

DCE clear
confirmation

RESP _DIAGN RESP_CHAN

specific chan

specific chan

specific chan

specific chan

RESP_POINT /
RESP_LENGTH

additional user,
facilitie data

evt. facilities
opt. fast select

cause &e diagn.

DCE data

DCE
interrupt

#unused_rec-pnt
#free_buff-pnt specific chan

specific chan user data

DeE interrupt
confirmation

reset
indication

DCE reset
confirmation

restart
indication

DCE restart
confirmation

diagnostics

specific chan

specific chan

specific chan

cuase &: diagn.

ca.use &: diagn.

diag-code/explanation
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There are
GENERATOR.,
RESP_LENGTH

4 kinds of errors generated by
just like diagnostics. The

are never used.

THE NEXT STATE
RESP_POINT and

RESP_CODE

ERRxl

ERR>: 2

ERR>: 3

ERR;.: 4

RESP_DIAGN

diagnostics

diagnostics

diagnostics

diagnostics

RESP_CHAN

specific
channel

specific
channel

COMMENT

packet with incorrect
GFID or unassigned lo
gic channel is received

An incorrect packet is
received in the restart
phase.

An incorrect packet is
received in the packet
1 evel phase (R1)

An incorrect packet is
received in the data
transfer phase (P4)

For error recovery see yellow book volume VIII fascille
VIII.2 november 80 page 181-185
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The RECEIVER ROUTINE generates the following responses

RESP_CODE

L.P.ERR

RESP_DIAGN

diagnostics

RESP_CHAN

specific
channel

COMMENT

false P(S) received
false P(R) received

warning one receive
buffer left

ACKN_DATA diagnostics specific
channel

number of data packets
have been succesfully
transmitted

B: Responses generated by the ATTENTION ROUTINE

NO_TR_PNT no transmit pointers
left in this channel

NO_HP_PNT no high priority queue
pointers left

NO_LP _PNT no low priority queue
pointers left

REC_BUF_OVF host tried to put to
many receive buffers
in the buffer table

BEH_PARAM parameter (s) behaviour parameters

UN I MP_COMM host tried to give an
unimplemented command
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~: Responses generated by the QUEUE HANDLER ROUTINE

ERRTx diagnostics evt. spec
channel

host tried to transmit
an incorrect packet

~: Responses generated by the TIMER ROUTINE.

diagnostics specific
channel

time out for channel
in a specified state
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COMMANDS FROM THE HOST

liTHE HOST IS ALLOWED TO GENERATE THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS:

INIT

RESET_CHAN

packet type,
parameters

specific chan

specific
channel

specific chan

RESP_POINTI
RESP_LENGTH

transmit buffer
init parameters

transmit buffer
with user data

evt. facilities,
diags or data

T>:_RESTART_REQ

T>: _RESTART_CONF

RESTART

APPEND_REC_BUF

parameter

cause 8<
diagnostics

cause &
diagnostics

point to new
receive buffer
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COMMUNICATION REGISTERS

************************************************************
***c:: C31Tl1Tl.a. '""' d .a.r-~.a. ***

( 16)

( 16)

(16)

(16)

(9 )

general command

packet type of non-data packet
or other parameters which have to be
passed to the co-processor

pointer to a transmit buffer
containing non-data packet
information

length of the data in the
transmit buffer

pointer to a logic channeldescriptor
the data of the command area is from or
about that specific channel

*************************************************************

( 16) RESP_CODE main response of the co-processor

( 16) RESP_DIAGNOSTIC diagnostic information generated by the
co-processor

( 16)

( 16)

(9)

RESP_POINT

RESP_LENGTH

RESP_CHAN

pointer pointing to a receive buffer
which is filled with data

this field indicates the length of the
received data in the receive buffer

the data of the response area
is from or about the channel indicated
by this field
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*************************************************************
***hi gh pr- i e>r- i ty qL.l.E!'L.l.E!'***

8 * (9) HIGH PRIO QUEUE a queue of max 8 pointers to
channel descriptors which have non-data
packets to transmit with high priority

(3)

(16)

( 16)

.UNUSED_HIGH_PRIO TR POINT
NXT_CONS_H I GH_PR IO_TR_POINT
NXT_PROD_HIGH_PRIO_TR_POINT

high priority queue
administration

*************************************************************
***1 e>"'" P r- i e>r- i t Y q L.l.E!'L.l.E!'***

8 * (9) LOW PRIO QUEUE a queue of max pointers to
channel descriptors which have non-data
packets to transmit with low priority

(3)

( 16)

#UNUSED_LOW_PRIO TR POINT
NXT_PROD_LOW_PRIO_TR_POINT
NXT_CONS_LOW_PRIO_TR_POINT

low priority queue (16)
administration

*************************************************************
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NASSI SCNEIDERMAN DIAGRAM OF THE LL3 RECEIVER

BEGIN LL3REC ON RESET
INIT BUFFER LENGTH-Rx

REPEAT UNTIL START==TRUE
WAIT

RECEIVE GFID/LCGN (8 BIT SEL=OO)
RECEIVE LCN (8 BIT SEL=Ol)
RECEIVE PT (8 BIT SEL=10)
UPDATE STATUS RECEIVER BITS
SET HEADER READY FLAG

WHILE PACKET END=O&oVERRUN=Q
Rx 1 BYTE/DECR BUF-.DMA COUNT

PACKET END = 0h
TRUE

Rx lBYTE/DECR BUF-.DMA COUNtr!

BUF COUNT~
TRUE

~IN~TRUE FALSE +
DMA REQ.COPY!Rx 1 BYTE OVERRUN
DECR BUF-.DIU COUNT -1

BUF COUNT-2~4CKET END:-hTRUE VERRUN-O ,

WR POINT IF POSS. /lNIT BUF COUNT- RX I ~

SET BUSY BIT
END lL3 REC
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NASSI SCHNEIDERMAN DIAGR~M OF THE LL3 TRANSMITTER

BEGIN LL3TR FSM ON RESET
INIT BUFFER LENGTH COUNT-Tx

REPEAT UNTIL START=TRUE
WAIT

GET 16 BIT DATA (DMA REQ + COpy)
SET PACKET READY IN STATUS FOR 12
TRANSMIT GFID/LCGN (8 BIT SEL=OO)
TRANSMIT LCN (8 BIT SEL=Ol)
TRANSMIT PT (8 BIT SEL=10)

WHILE DMA CNT<>O&UNDERRUN<>O
GET 16 BIT DATA (DMA REQ,COPY)
Tx 1 BYTE/DECR BUF-,DMA COUNT
---- BUF COUNTo2 OR DMA CNT<=:~

TRUE ~ &DMAOO F

Tx 1 BYTE/DECR BUF-,DMA CNT
--- BUF COUNTo2 OR DMA CNT<=2.h
TRUE &nMAOO F

IN~
TRUE ~ ~

DMA REQ,COPY/Tx 1 BYTE UNDERRUN
DECR BUF-.DMA COUNT =:1

BUF COUNT 2 If DMA CN~~
TRUE UNDERRUN F

GET NEW BUF POINT/DMA REQ IF POSS. +
SET PACKET END BIT

END LL3TR



BEGIN RECEIVER
TRUE PACKET VAUD ~
TRUE NO LEVEL 2 DIAGN.~ SET

DISC
I'I',TlH FINAL INPUT FOR NSC, TELL FLAG
START NEXT STATE GENERATOR IT TO

THE
'D1O'D1O'~T HOST
I WAIT

UNTIL NSG = READY

TRUE PT CHANNEL SPECIFIC FALSE

UPDATE STATE OF CHANNEL / STOP TIMER I !

N4 IN CASE OF
NSG[ ACTION]

r5~ IN CASE OF ~N2-----

~~o]Y; - PACKET TYPE (jf;) TiWP~!f;rFI~1U -~HOST Ir-TJ~ DISCTRUE - F1NT.f;l<--- T .......... STA-I\... OS1;} SET
~- ~fl!---F --JE REC POINT LEF~ TELL TRU F IRR@ ~ STATE STATE TE DISC
_IRU HOST TELL Ir-"R] -.;;;:;: la"A\: OF OF OF SET FLAG
STORE REC POINT,LENGTH SET HOST L.P (fl~ii/'-'l'X PNf-ir""TE!l:\ ALL ALL ALL DISC

CHAN CHAN ~llAN FLAG
UPDATE REC POINT QUEU ~ISC SET ERROR HOST JH)jiWs' !'-.!!O~

= Pl,D F R1 Pl,D1
UPDATE ACKN SEQ NUMB 11'" G DISC

CTELL HOST:=::>_c..

c REL Tx POINT =:::> FLAG

~W; ~ECP~

- A~ArJ~ PUTRNli

HeIGvOl) lfiPlR IN HP Q

UPDATE EMPTY BUFFER / RESET AND START LL3 REC / RESET pi El
~-"""

END RECEIVER
-,
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C
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J>

~
J>
:I

o,..
J>

J:r
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~
o
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-t
H

Z
fI1

ELSE

FALSE

RESET LOUR
LBVEUI

RESTART

REPEAT TELL HOST

E3>t--1BOI--_~____IUNIMPLE

SET STATE INC fUNU9ED ftU. MENTED
L--_.=.;;I2~ EIIPTT B1JP'J,..aosr COMMAN
utmL LAST I---------JTO

t--__----.;;;CHAN.=;.;..j PUT POINTIR JIANY
INI'IUUSE 1.0..._ - &

IDGB PRIO Q r~CE DC
r=-"-=--=-=::..::....-==t==-----------1JnJn'

IN CASE OF GENERAL....COJOUND DO

RaIT IZftL 2
PUT RlSTART
COJO' ON FIRST
PUCE III
TR QUEUE

TR RlftAItT CO

t---_P1=.-L...------=.Dl=-----l START LOUR
I.I:V!UI

GENERAL COIOIAND - CHANNEL SPECIFIC

PUT ACT
CIUR II'
LOW PlIO
qUIUBUPDAD

JUOH PlUG
qUEUE ADII.

1--__.....L---1UPDAD
LOW PlIO
qUIUB
ADJIIN.

TR RlftART R!Q

r---------=:::f---k~=-=~-=,....., =:......JIr-:::::::::::'_=::::.........J PUT RESTART
REQ ON FIRST
PLACE IN
TR QUEUE

i6f:il---t.:==-¥-':"=:..J

END



I
....,
lD

FULL YET AND I
(SOYE11DNG IN HP OR LP QUEUE OR DATA TO TRANSMJf

I'rR QUEUE NOT FULL AND snu SOIlE F
TRTNG TO TR)

STAR'I' TIllER or

THAT CHANNEL

~
N5G [AC~ON]

SET TIMER
TRUE rALSE

QUEUE NOT

INlTIAIJSE

1R...8UP_POI1ft'
jJQ)

~8UP...LI:Ifon

PIIUJI DI !HI
TIl qUIUI

TRUE

~c~ C TRNSG ~ C TRNSG :::>
TElL PUT HEADER IN QUEU""ik----========::::::=--__-k---=======::::::=.---:=_!
HOST .- ~SG[ACTION]""ERROR ~SG[ACTJON]=ERRO~

~ CASE or T ~ -------".usE TRUE~ rAISI

QO ~~SG[ ACTION] TZU. 808'1 PUT HEADER IN TR QUEUE TZU. --~ D'I'I NOT BUSy
~ Dm'I.WD...11LBUFJ'Omr AND HOST TRtJB Awn:

Ql ~ 11LBUF-IDe1'BJ'llU)S PUT DmD DI TIl evIM UPDI1'I
IN !HI TR ClUEUI CBAIR

JJQTWJS 11LIIUJ'..P01Ift' ADM.

.AIID ftLlUPJ,DO- --

BEGIN QUEUE HANDLER

UPDATE TR QUEUE UPDATE TR QUEUE
ADMINISTRATION AD)(JN)STRATION

UPDATE CHAIN ADM.

~DATJ: TR QUEUE AD)

TAKE CARE OF HANDSHAKE MECHANISM [PRl
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NASSI SCHNEIDERMAN DIAGRAM OF A HL3 ROUTINE

BEGIN TRANSMITTER

TRUE
SOMETHING IN QUEUE

TO Tx F

FLAG

INIT HEADER REGS IN LL3 Tx
INIT DMA_READ_ADDR LENGTH
UPDATE Tx UEUE ADM.
RESET LL3 TRANSMITTER
START LL3 TRANSMITTER

I------=---=--:,:;;.=-~~:..::.............=.....;;",,~~----:----'----- ._..~.

RESET PR PACKET RE
END TRANSMITTER

BEGIN TIMER-ROUTINE

POINT TO FIRST CHANNEL- DESCRIPTOR
REPEAT

~G~TRUE F

DECREMENT TIMER

~I~TRUE F

TELL HOST TIME-OUT
~ tIN SPECFIED CHANNEL

GET NEXT CHANNEL- DESCRIPTOR

UNTIL ALL CHANNELS UPDATED OR
ONE CHANNEL HAS A TIME-OUT

END TIMER- ROUTINE
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CHANNEL NUMBERING

o
1

L1C

HIC

LTC

} Permanent virtual circuits and datagrams

lOne way ;incoming

HTC

LOC

HOC

40951

Two way

One way
outgoing

ccmJ34901

Virtual calls

LCN Logical channel number
L1C Lowest incoming channel
HIC Highest incoming channel
LTC Lowest two-way channel
HTC Highest two-way channel
LOC Lowest outgoing channel
HOC Highest outgoing channel

Logical channels I to L1C-I: range of logical channels which may be assigned to permanent virtual circuits and datagrams.
Logical channels L1C to HIC: range of logical channels which are assigned to one-way incoming logical channels for virtual calls
(see § 7.1.8).
Logical channels LTC to HTC: range of logical channels which are assigned to two-way logical channels for virtual calls.
Logical channels LOC to HOC: range of logical channels which are assigned to one-way outgoing logical channels for virtual calls
(see § 7.1.7).
Logical channels HIC+ I to LTC-I, HTC+ I to LOC-I, and HOC + 1 to 409S are non-assigned logical channels.

Nole J - The reference to the number of logical channels is made according to a set of contiguous numbers from 0 Oowest) to
o409S (biJhest) using 12 bits made up of the 4 bits of the logical channel group number (see § 6.1.2) and the 8 bits of the logical
channel number (see § 6.1.3). The numbering is binary coded using bit positions 4 throuJh I of octet I followed by bit positions 8
throuah I of octet 2 with bit I of octet 2 as the low order bit.

Nole 2 - All logical channel boundaries are agreed with the Administration for a period of time.

Nole 3 - In order to avoid frequent rearrangement of logical channels, not all logical channels within the range for permanent
virtual circuits and datagrams are necessarily assigned.

NOle <# - In the absence of permanent virtual circuits and datagram channels, logical channel I is available for L1C. In the absence
of permanent virtual circuits, datagram channels and one-way incoming logical channels, logical channell is available for LTC.
In the absence of permanent virtual circuits, datagram channels, one-way incoming logical channels and two-way logical channels,
logical channel I is available for LOC.

Nole.5 - DeE search algorithm for a logical channel for a new incoming call will be to use the lowest logical channel in the ready state
in the range of L1C to HIC and LTC to HTC.

Nole 6 - In order to minimize the risk of call collision, the OTE search algorithm is suggested to start with the highest numbered
logical channel in the retldy state. The OTE could start with the two-wI)' logical channel or one-way outgoing logical channel ranges.

FIGURE A-I/X.2S

Fascicle VIII.2 - Rec. X.25 177
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LEVEL 3 STATES OF THE X.2~ PROTOCOL

RESTART

CALL
SET-UP
IVCII

PERMANENT VIRTUAL
CIRCUITS AND
DATAGRAMS- --,

DTE RESTART CONFIRMA TlOH
IDTEI

CALL
ACCEPTED

IDTE!

CALLED

VIRTUAL
CALLS

CALLIlG

CALL CONNECTED
IDCE)

RESTART
REQ.UEST
IDTE!

,----
PACKET LEVEL READY

r1

I -- -- - DATA TRANSFER';4- -- - --,

I DCE RESET CONFIRMATION IDCE) DTE RESET CONFIRP1ATION IDTE! I
I
I
I
I

DATA
TRANSFER

RESET

ANY STATE EXCEPT p6 AND p7

CLEAR REQ.UEST CLEAR INDICATION
IDTE! INITIATIVE (DC[)

.
CALL CONNECTED CLEAR REQ.UEST CLEAR INDICATION CLEAR ACCEPTED

IDC[) IDTEI IDC[) OR
CALL REQ.UES T

DCE CLEAR CONFIRMATION DTE CLEAR CONFIRMATION fDTE!
IDC[) lOTE)

CALL
CLEAR
(VCII

619\

8311 X.25 5-37
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MAINPROGRAM HL3

- 82 -

IE6IN
INITIALIZE
WHILE PO~R • '* DO

IE6IN
IF ATTENTIONl • SET THEN IIIFRO" LL3 RECEIYER (HEADER IS RECEIYED)III

&E6IN
PREPARE NXT-STATE-6ENERATOR

END
IF ATTENTION2 • SET THEN IIID"A REgUEST'S AE"PTY RECEIYE BUFFERIII

&E&IN
CALL UPDATE-E"PT-REC-BUF

END
IF ATTENTION3 • SET THEN II.FRO" L21.,

&E6IN
IN CASE OF:

:PACKET END • SET CALL RECEIYER
ITI"ER 1 SEC • SET CALL TI"EROUT
:PACKET REQUEST • SET CALL TRANS"IT
:PACKET ACKNOLID6E • SET CALL QUEUEHANDLER

END
ELSE
BE6lN

IF ATTENTION4 • SET THEN •••FRO" HOST'"
BEGIN

CALL ATTENTION
END

END
RESET ATTENTION1,2,3,4

END
END

""",••""""",.,.,.""",•••""""""""",11111111I1111111111111111111111111111111111
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RECEIVER

BE6IN
IF STATUS_RE6.RECEIVERCPVJ(>TRUE THEN IIIRECEIVED PACKET IS NOT VALID fff
BE61N

SET DISC.FLA6 fflDISCARD INVALID PACKETfff
END
ELSE
BE6IN

IF STATUS RE6 RECCL2DJ=TRUE THEN IIIIS LEVEL2 DIA6NOSTIC FLA6 ACTIVE? III
BE6IN - .

MHILE "ICO" RE6 + RESP CODEl (> 0 DO CALL MAlT IIITELL HOST ABOUT LEVEL2 DIA6S III
"ICO" RE6 +·RESP CODE)·:: L2 DIA6S IIIPOINT TO THE DIA6NOSTIC INFORMATION III
"ICO"-RE6 + RESp·CHANI 1= 0 .
"ICO"-RE6 +RESP-POINTI 1= POINT START PACK
"ICO":RE6 + RESP:LEN6THI 1= 3 IliBYTESi,1

END
ELSE
BESIN

NXT STATE SENCL3STJ=STATUS RES RECEIVER IIIPUT LAST INFOR"ATION IN THE NEXT STATE 6ENERATORIII
III·BEKIJK PACKET LENSTE Iii .
III ALS TE LANS DAN SET PACKET TO LONS BIT IN NSS III
START NSS - - IIISTART NEXT STATE 6ENERATORIII
REPEAT MAlT UNTIL NSSCREADYJ = TRUE IIIMAIT TILL NEXT STATE 6ENERATOR IS READYfff
IF PACK_TYPE = CHAN_SPEC THEN
BESIN

"IACT CHAN +STATE OF CHANNELl IS NSSCNEN STATEJ flfPUT NEN STATE DF CHANNEL IN HIS PLACEfff
IF NS6[NEN_STATEJ ; pi OR Dl AND "IACT.CHAN +TI"ERI (> 0 THEN

"IACT_CHAN +TI"ERI := 0 fll STOP TI"ER Iff
END

IN CASE OF NSS[ACTIONJ DO

:DISC
BESIN

END
SET DISC_FLAS IIIIF ACTION 15 DISCARD PACKET THEN DO SOlfl

IERRxl,ERRx2,ERRx3,ERRx4 IIIACTION IS ERRxl ERRx2 OR ERRx3 OR ERRx411f
BESIN

MHILE "ICO" RE6 +RESP CODEI <) 0 DO CALL MAlT
"ICOK.RES +-RESP.CODEl-:= NSS[ACTIONJ
"ICOft RES +RESP DIA6N) .= NS6CDIASJ
"ICO"-RES +RESP-POINTI 1= 0
"ICO"-RE6 + RESP-LENSTHI .= 0
IF NS6[ACTIONJ =-ERRx3 OR ERRx4 THEN IIITELL HOST ABOUT THE ERROR, DIASNOSTICS INCLUDEDlft

"ICO".RES +RESP_CHANI := ACT_CHAN IIIPOINT TO ACTUAl CHANNEL IF POSSIBLEttl
ELSE "ICO" RES +RESP CHANl 1= 0

SIVE HI6H PRIO INTER .
SET DISC_FLAS IIIDISCARD PACKETIII

END

1N2 BESIN
IF PACK TYPE = RESTART IND THEN
BE6IN - .

IIISET STATE OF EVERY CHANNEL TO R3, OR IN CASE OF RESTART COL
IIITO STATE P1 OR D1 DEPEND INS ON YC OR PVC III

ACT_CHAN 1= FIRST CHAN
WHILE ACT CHAN (= "AX CHAN DO IIIHOC HISHEST OUT60INS CHANNELIII
BESIN - .

IF "IACT CHAN +STATEI • R2 THEN
BE6IN fllRESTART COLLISIONllt

IF "IACT CHAN + TYPE OF CHAN) = PVC THEN KACT CHAN +STATE) IS Dl
- - - ELSE "IACtCHAN +STATE) .= PI

END
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ELSE

- 84 -

"IACT CHAN +STATE OF CHAN) :- R3
ACT_CHAN :- NEXT CHAN IltACT_CHAN I- ACT_CHAN + 128HIII

END
END
ELSE
BESIN IIIRESTART CoNFIR"ATION, SET STATE OF EYERY CHANNEL TO Pl DR Dll••

ACT_CHAN :- FIRST CHAN IIIFIRST CHANNELIII
MHILE ACT CHAN (- "AX CHANNEL DO
BESIN - -

IF "IACT CHAN + TYPE OF CHAN) - PVC THEN
"IACT_CHAN +-STATE_OF_CHAN) I- Dl

ELSE
"IACT CHAN +STATE OF CHAN) I- Pl

ACT_CHAN I- NEXT CHAN IltACT_CHAN I- ACT_CHAN +128Hltt
END

END
CALL TELL_HOST

END

:M3 BESIN
CALL TELL_HOST

END

lN4 BESIN
IN CASE OF PACET TYPE

1DATA -
BESIN

IF "IACT_CHAN +ACKN_SEQ_NU"B) ) PIS) ) ["IACT_CHAN + WI +"IACT_CHAN +ACKN_SEQ_NUKBll
DR

P(6) () "IACT CHAN + NXT TO RECI THEN
BE6IN - - -

NHILE "ICo" RES +RESP CODE) () 0 DO CALL NAIT
"ICo"_RES +-RESP_CoDEI-I- L.P.ERR
"ICo" RES +RESP DIASN) :- 1 IIITELL HOST INYALID PIS) RECEIYED'"
"IC~-RE6 +RESP-CHAN) I- ACT CHAN
SIYE HI6H PRIo INTER -
SET DISC_FLAS III DISCARD PACKET .,.

END
ELSE
BESIN

"IACT_CHAN + IUNUSED_REC_PoINT) ,- 8 - I"IACT_CHAN + NXT_PRoD_REC_PoINT) - "IACT_CHAN+
NXT CONS REC POINT) IIIUPDATE IUNUSED REC POINTII.

IF "IACT CHAN +IUNUSED REC POINT) (> 0 THEN IllNo DIF BETWEEN FULL AND E"PTYII.
BESIN - - -

"I"IACT CHAN + NXT PROD REC POINT)) :- FIRST-BUF-PoINT
"I"(ACT-CHAN + NXT-PRoD-REC-PoINT)+11 ,- IIIPUT POINTER AND LENSTH IN PLACEII.

- D"A_WRlfE_DATA_LENSTH DR ",D,Q IIIPUT THE REC ",D,Q BITS IN THE
"(ACT CHAN + NIT PROD REC PoINTl :+2 "OD 16 '''"SB BITS OF THE PACKET-LENS1'H'"
"IACT-CHAN +IUNUSED REC POINT) , -1 IIIUPDATE RECEIVE POINTER AD"INISTRATIoNI"
IF D_iIT - TRUE THEN- i'IONLY THE HOST CAN ACKN DATA PACKETS WITH ACTIYE DII

"IACT CHAN +ID PACK) '+ 1
IF "IACT CHAN +ID PACK) - 0 THEN

"IACT CHAN-+ ACKN SEQ NU"BI ,- PIS) +1 "OD 8 IflUPDATE PIR) ONLY IF
- III ELSE-LEAVE PIR) ALONE fll NESSESARy••t

WHILE CD" RES + RESP CODE) () 0 DO CALL MAlT
"ICO" RES-+ RESP CODE) I- DATA PRECEIVED
CALL RELEASE TR POINT - -
SIYE HISH PRIo INTER
IF "IACT CHAN +IUNUSED PROD REC POINT) - 0 THEN ILAST POINTER USED SO SEND RNR'
BESIN - - - -

WHILE "ICO"_RES + IUNUSED_HI6H_RRIO_TR_POINT) - 0 DO CALL MAlT
MHlLE "IACT CHAN + HISH PRIO CO" FIELDl - INT PACK DO CALL NAIT
"IACT CHAN; HISH PRIO CD" FIELD) ,- RNR IPUT RNR PACKET IN KP QUEUE'
"ICO":RES + NXT_PROD_HisH_PRIO_POINT) :- ACT_CHAN
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"(CO" RE6 + NIT PROD HI6H PRIO POINTI 1+1 "OD B
"(C~:RE6 +'UNUSED_HI6H_PRIO_POINTI :-1

END
ELSE
BE6IN IIISTILL RECEIYE POINTERS LEFT :IN THIS CHANNEL DESCRIPTORIII

IF "(ACT CHAN + IN CHAINI-FALSE AND
-"(ACT CHAN +HI6H PRIO CO" FIELDI <) TR RR THEN

BE6IN - III IF IN CHAIN-IS TRU6 THEN LET-P(RI RI66V BACK II.
IIIF HI6H-PRIO CO" FIELD - TR RR THEN ACKN ANEN NU"BERf

MHILE "(C~ RE6 +-'UNUSED HI6H PRIO TR POINTI - 0 DO CALL WAIT
MHILE "(ACT-CHAN +HI6H PRIO CO" FIElDi <) 0 DO CALL WAIT
"(ACT CHAN +HI6H PRIO CO" FiELD; I- TR RR
"("(CO" RE6 +NIT-PROD-HI6H PRIO POINTli I; ACT CHAN
"(CO" RE6 +NIT PROD Hi6H PRIO POINTI : +1 "OD i
"(CO"-RE6 +'UNUSED HI6H PRIO POINTI : -1

END III ELSE PI66V BACKIN6 ill - -
END

END
ELSE

SET DISC_FLA6 IIINO RECEIYE POINTERS LEFT IN THIS CHAN SO WE DISC THIS PACKETI
IIIAND DON'T ACKNOWLED6E ITlff

END
END

:INTERRUPT _CONF
BE6IN

CALL TELL HOST
"(ACT_CHAN +OUTST_INTER_DTEI:= FASLE III IF NO OUTST_INTER_DTE THEN THE NSS WILL flf

Ilf 6ENERATE AN ERROR CODE III
END

: INTERRUPT_PACKET
BE6IN

END

:L3-DIA6N BE6IN

END

CALL TELL HOST
"(ACT_CHAN + OUTST_INTER_DCEI :. TRUE III IF OUTST INTER DCE THEN THE NSS WILL III

III 6ENERAT(AN ERROR CODE III

CALL TELL_HOST

:RR OR RNR OR REJ IIIREJ ONLY I"PLE"ENTED FOR ADCEIII
BE6IN

MHILE "(CO" RES + RESP CODE) <) 0 DO CALL WAIT
CALL RELEASE TR POINT -
IF "(ACT CHAN +-RESP CODE) = LP ERROR THEN
BE6IN - - -

"(CO"_RE6 +RESP_POINTI .= 0
"(CO"_RE6 +RESP_LEN6THI :. 0

END
ELSE
BE6IN

"(ACT CHAN + REC SEQ NU"BI 1= P(RI
IF PACK_TYPE • RNR THEN

"(ACT_CHAN + DCE_BUSVI := TRUE
ELSE

"(ACT CHAN + DCE BUSV) 1= FALSE
IF PACK TVPE ; REJ THEN -

-"(ACT CHAN + NIT CONS TR POINTI 1-
- ("(ACT_CHAN +LAST_SEND_ACKNI - P(RII I 21

END
END

END
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""",t""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""",tt,t"""""""""""","'"

THIS ROUTINE :DELIYERS AN E"PTY (RECEIYE) BUFFER TO THE D"A AFTER AREQUEST
IDELETES THE RECEIYED PACkET IF THE DISCARD FLAB IS SET
:UPDATES THE VARIOUS POINTERS AND COUNTERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE RECEIYE BUFFERS

BEGIN
IF DMA-FETCH-EMPT-REC-BUF = SET THEN
BEGIN

tttDMA ASK'S FOR ANEW RECEIVE BUFFER (PACKET LENGTH ) DEFAU~T)fti

IF IUNUSED-EMPT-REC-BUF <) 0 THEN
BEGIN

NXT-CONS-EMPT-REC-BUF :t 1
IUNUSED-EMPT-REC-BUF :- 1
DMA[NXT--REC-BUF] := M(NXT-CONS-EMPT-REC-BUFI
DHA(FET[H-EMPT-REC-BUF1FLIFF~DP ;= RESET tiiRESET DMA REQuEST FOR AEMPTv RECEIVE Bw:FEFt.f

END
END
IF DiSC_FLAG = TRUE THEN tttA rACKET HAS TO BE REJECTEDttt
BEGIN

WHILE POINT_STRT_PACKET (> MtNXT_CoNS_EMPT_BUF_POINTi DO
BEGIN

NXT_CoNS_EMPT_BUF _POINT ;- 1 tt~GI~E THE USED BUFFERS BACK TO THE TABLEttt
iUNUSEDJMPT_BUFJoINT :~ 1 Hi BECAUSE THE PACET WAS TO BE DISCARDEDH4

END
D~A_WR!TE_DATA_ADDR := PoiNT_SiRT_PACKET t.iINITIATE DMA WRiTE DATA ADuR RES iN THE DHA Cu~TROL uNITttf
NI.T_CQNS-EMPT-EuF _POINT :~ 1
DMA-NI.T-EMPT_BUF := M(NXT_CoNS-EMPT-BUF-POiNT: .ttINITIATE THE NEXT_REC_BUF REGISTER IN THE DHA CONTRo~ UNIT••t
-UPDATE IUNUSED-FREE-BUFF-PGINT
RESET LL3 RECEIVER
START LL3 RECEIVER

END
ELSE
BEGIN

IF IUNUSED FREE BUF POINT (= 1 THEN
TELL HOST - tttTO LITTLE RECEIVE BUFFERS LEFT IN THE EMPTY BUFFER TABLEtt.
RESET ll3 TRANS~ITTER

ELSE
BEGIN

FIRST-BUF-POINT := ~(NXT-CONS-E~PT-BUF-POINT)

DI\A_WRITEJATA_~DR := M(NXT _CONS-EMPT JUF]OINi)
NXT-CDNS-EMPT-BUF-PDINT :t 1
DMA-NXT-EMPT-BUF := " (NIT_CONS-EMPT_BUF _POINTi

-UPDATE IUNUSED-FREE-BUF-POINT
RESET lL3 RECEivER
START Ll3 RECEIvER

END
END

EN~

tttttfttftftttt.ttttft.,ttttttttttfttftt.ttft.t.t••tttfttt.f.ttittttt.ttit••• t.ttttt.tfttt,t,ttttttftt.t.*i.'t~'t'ittt~.
THIS ROUTINE INCREMENTS THE NUMBER OF TRANSMIT POINTERS NHEN THE PACKETS HAVE BEEN ACKNOMLEDGED fiY LEVEL 3

BEGiN
"(:O~_RE5 + RESP_CHAN) := ACT_CHAN
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III DOESN'T ACKNONLED6E APACKET THAT IS ACKNOMLED6ED BEFORE IIIIF "IACT CHAN + LAST ACKNI >PIRI ROD 8
- OR-

"IACT_CHAN + TR_SEQ_NUKBI+l ( PIRI "DD 8 III TRIED TO ACKNONLED6E APACKET THAT IS NOT BEEN SENT YET III
DR

["IACT CHAN +LAST ACKNI +"IACT CHAN + Nil (PIRI "DD B
- - - III TRIED TO ACKNONLED6E APACKET THAT MAS NOT TO BE SENT YET III

THEN
BE6IN

"ICDR RES + RESP CODEI :- L.P. ERR
"ICO"-RES + RESP-DIA6NI I- 2 IIITELL HOST PACKET MITH INYALID PIRI RECEIYEDIII
SET DisCARD FLAS-

END -
ELSE
BESIN

IF PIRI - "IACT_CHAN +LAST_ACKN)) (> 0 THEN
BE6IN

"ICO" RES + RESP DIA6N) :- PIRI - "IACT CHAN +LAST ACKNI ROD 8
- - IITELL HOST HIS TRANS"IT-PACKETIS) ARE ACKNOMLED6EDIII

"IACT CHAN +IUNUSED TR POINT) : +P(R)-"IACT CHAN +LAST ACKNI "OD 8
"IAC(CHAN +LAST_ACKNI-I- PIR) - -

END
ELSE "ICOft_RES + DIASN) I- 0

END
£ND III UPDATE TRANS"IT POINTERS III

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111I1III11I11

TELL IfJS!
BEGIN

WHILE "iCO~_REG + RESP_CODE) (> 0 DO CALL WAli
"iCOH}E6 +- RESP _CODE) := PACi:.}'iPE
"(COM_REG + RESP_CHAN) := ACT_CHAN
HiCOM_REG ~ RES?_PGINTi := FIRST_BUF_POiNT
~(:uM_REG + RES?_LENGTHl := DHH_WRiTE_DATH_LEN6TH
"(e0M_REG + DiAGN} := 0
GiVE HI6H PRIO iNTER

END
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TELL HOST THAT CHANNEL IS OUT OF TR_PDINTERS

ATTENTION

BE6IN
IF "ICO"_RE6 +SEN_CO") - TR_CHANNEL_SPEC THEN ACT_CHAN ,- "ICO"_RES +CO"_CHANI
IN CASE OF ICO"_RES +SEN_CO") DO

,TR DATA 8ESIN
------- IF IACT CHAN +'UNUSED TR POINT) (> 0 THEN

BESIN - - -
"1"IACT CHAN +NXT PROD TR POINT)) ,- "ICO" RES +CO" POINT)
"1"IACT-CHAN + NXT-PROD-TR-POINT) +1) ,- "ICO" RES +C~ LENSTH) IIIPUT TR POINT IN TE QUEUEIII
"IACT CHAN + 'UNUSED TR-'0iNTl :- 1 - -
"IACT:CHAN + NXT_PROD_TR_POINT) ,+ 2 "00 16
IF "IACT_CHAN + IN_CHAIN) - FALSE THEN

CALL PUT_IN_CHAIN
END
ELSE
BE6IN

END
END

,TR CO" BE6IN
IF "ICO"_RES +CO"_PARA"1)-INT,RR,RNR,REJ THEN IIIHGH PRIORITY CO""AND III
BEGIN

IF "ICO" REG + 'UNUSED HIGH PRIO POINT)-O OR "IACT CHAN +HISH PRIO CO" FIELD) (> 0 1'HEN
TELL HOST TO ~AIT - illTHERE IS NEED FOR PLACE IN THE HP QUEUE AND THE HP CO" FIELD.

ELSE
BEGIN

IF "ICO" REG + COK LENGTH) (> 0 THEN IIITRANS"IT BUFFER INVOLVEDIII
BEGIN - -

KIACT CHAN +SPEC PURP TR POINT HP) ,- "ICO" REG +CO" POINTI
"IACT:CHAN +SPEC:PURP:TR:LENSTH_HP) ,- "ICO"_REG +CO"_LEN6TH)

END
"IACT CHAN +HISH PRIO CO" FIELD) .- "ICO" RES +CO" PARA"1)
"1"ICD" RES +NXT-PROD-HISH PRIO TR POINT i- ACT CHAN
"ICO" RES + 'UNUSED HI6H PRio TR-'OiNTl 1- 1 - ItIPUT THIS CHAN IN rHE HP QII

"ICa"_REG +NXT_PROD_HISH_PRIO_TR_PDINT) :+ 1 "00 B IIIAND UPDATE THE HP QUEUE AD"II
END

END
ELSE
BEGIN

IF "ICO" REG +'UNUSED LO~ PRIO POINT) - 0 OR "IACT CAN + LO~ PRIO CO" FIELD) (> 0 THEN IIILIKEI
-TELL HOST TO ~AI( - - - - - III HP ABOVE"

ELSE
BEGiN

IF "ICO" REG +CO" LENG1'H) 0 0 THEN IIITRANSKlT BUFFER INCLUDEDltt
BEGIN - -

KIACT CHAN +SPEC PURP TR POINT LP) ,- KICOK REG +CO" POINT)
KIACT:CHAN +SPEC:PURP:TR:LENGTH_LP) :- KICO"_REG +Ca"_LENGTHI

END
KIACT CHAN + LON PRIO COK FIELD) .- KICOK REG +COK PARA"l)
KICO{REG +'UNUSED LON PRIO TR POINTl ,-i -
KIKICOK REG + NXT PROD [O~ PRIO-TR POINT) .- ACT CHAN
"ICOK_RE6 +NXT_PROD_LON_PRIO_PDINT) :+1 KOD B -

END
END

END
:BESET BEGIN

CALL RESET CHAN
IF KIACT_CHAN +TYPE OF CHAN) - PVC

THEN

END

ELSE
KIACT_CHAN +STATE_OF_CHAN) ,. 01

KIACT_CHAN + STATE_OF_CHAN) ,- P1
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"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT +PAC~TYPEI I- "ICO" RES + CO" PARA"1)
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +6fIDI I- 0001 - .
"INIT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +CHAN NOI I- 0
"INIT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT + TR aUF LENBTHI I- "ICO" RES + CO" LENSTHI
"(NXT·PROD-QUEUE-POINT + TR-BUF·POINTI I- "ICO" RES + COM POINT)
NlT_PRODJUEUE)OINT 1+ 16 "OD i2B - -
'UNUSED TR QUEUE POINT 1- 1
"'RESTART-LONER-LEYELS'"

END

ITR RESTART CONF
-IESIN---

RESET LEYEL2
"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT +PAC~ TYPE) :- MICOM REB +COK PARAM1)
"INXT-PROD·QUEUE-POINT +6FID) ,- 0001 - -
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +CHAN NO) :- 0
N(NXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT + TR BUF LENSTH) :7 2
NXT PROD QUEUE POINT 1+ 16 "OD i28
'UNUSED TR QUEUE POINT :- 1
IffRESTART-LO~ER-LEYELSfff

END

I BE...§TAlll
BESIN

SIYE LEYEL2 ABORT AND SET BUSY FLAS AND RESET L2 [QUEUE POINTERS RESETTENJ
ACT_CHAN :--FIRST CHAN -
MHILE ACT CHAN (- NAX CHAN DO
BESIN - .

CALL RESET.CHAN
IF "IACT CHAN + STATE+ - R3 THEN

IF MIACT CHAN + TYPE OF CHANI - PVC THEN
• "(ACT_CHAN +-STATE.OF_CHAN) :- D1

ELSE
"IACT CHAN + STATE OF CHAN+ :- P1

ACT.CHAN:: NElT CHAN - - -
END
MICOM RES + NXT CONS LOM PRIO TR POINT):: FIRST IN LQUEUE
OICOM-RES +NXT-PROD-LOM-PRIO-TR-POINT):= FIRST-IN-L-QUEUE
M(COM-RES + NXT-CONS-HISH PRIO TR POINT),=FIRST-IN-H-QUEUE
"ICOM-RES + NXT-PROD-HIBH-PRIO-TR-POINTI:-FIRST- IN HQUEUE
NXT PROD QUEUE POINT-:- FIRST PACKET POINT - --
NIT-CONS-QUEUE-POINT I- FIRST-PACKET-POINT
'UNUSED fR QUEUE POINT :- B - -
Iff MHAT AioUT THE FREE BUFFER ADMINISTRATION fff

END

,APPEND REC BUF
-IESiN--

IF NXT CONS FREE BUF + 'UNUSED FREE BUF - 128 THEN
BESIN - - - -.

TELL HOST TO MANY REC_BUFFERS
END
ELSE
BESIN

'UNUSED REC BUF :+ 1
"INXT_FREE_iuF '+' .UNUSED_REC_BUF):-MICOK_RES + CON_POINT)

END
END

Ii....~
BESIN

END
M(COM RES + SEN COM) :: 0
END - -

'IIHAND-SHA~E "ECHANIS" MITH TE HOST ABOUT THE COK"AND AREAfff
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............................................................................................................"","" ..,
thil routinl .ill put thl Ict_chln in thl chlin if thil chlin

dOlln't y.t Ixcilt it .ill Ilkl onl
•••••••••••••••"••""" ••".,••,.",.,.""""."""'1,."",.,."""""""""""""""""""""""",••,

put_in_chlin
BE6IN

IF nxt_in_chlin <) nil THEN
BE6IN

"(Ict_chln + point_nxt_chlinlla"(nxt_in_chlin + point_
nxt in chlinl

"(Ict_chan + paint'prlv_in_chlinllanxt_in_chain
"(nxt_in_chlin + paint_nxt_in_chlinll-Ict_chln
"("(lct-chln+nxt-in-chlinl+paint-prlv-in-chlinJ :- Ict-chln

END
ELSE
BEGIN

nxt_in_chlin ,. act_chin
"(Ict_chln + paint_nxt_in_chlin):-Ict_chln
"(Ict_chln + paint'prlv_in_chlinll-Ict_chln

END
"(Ict_chln + in_chain) :- TRUE

END

"""",.""""",.,..",."",.".""" .."".","".""

".,."""1."1".",•••""",.",.",.",,,,••••••••••••••••.., "".,.""" ,.".".,..,.","".
thil routin. 9.tl thl Ict_chan aut of chlin if thil chlnntl
il thl lalt chlnnll in thl chlin thl paint'fl nxt_in_chlin
.ill bl Itt to nil

BE6IN
"(ICt chin + in chlin) I. filii
IF "(ict_chln +-paint_nxt_in_chlinl z

"(Ict_chln + paint'pflv_in_chlinl-act_chln THEN
BESIN

"(Ict_chln + paint'pflv_in_chlinJlanil
"(Ict_chln + paint_nxt_in_chlin) I-nil
nxt_in_chain I. nil

END
ELSE
BEGIN

"("(Ict_chln + paint.pf.v_in_chlin) +
paint_nxt_in_chlin) ,.
"(Ict_chln + paint_nxt_in_chlinl

"("(Ict_chln + paint_nxt_in_chlin) +
paint'pr.v_in_chlinl :-
"(act_chin + paint'pftV_in_chlinl
"(Ict-chln + paint-nxt-in-chlinl I-nil
"(Ict-chln + paint-pflv-in-chlin)l-nil

END
END
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QUEUE HANDLER
-- IIITHIS ROUTINE WILL BE STARTED WHEN LEYEL SAVE AN PA lPACKET ACKNoWLEDSE)tll

IESIN
IF NXT PROD QUEUE POINT (- LAST ACKN QUEUE POINT +K+1 AND

"ICO"-RES +-'UNUSED HI&H PRIo TR POINT) () 8 OR lit S~ETHINS TO TRANS"IT 1?1 Itt
"ICO"-RES +'UNUSED-LOW PRIo TR POINT) () 8 OR IltLP HP QUEUE OR DATA IN THE CHAINltl
NXT IN CHAIN () 0 THEN - --

8ESIN --
IF "ICo" RES +'UNUSED HISH PRIo POINT) () BTHEN IIITHERE IS So"E'rHINS TO TRANS"IT IN THE HP QUEUEIII
8ESIN - - - -

ACT CHAN I- "ICo" RES +NXT CONS HI&H PRIo PoIN T)
NSS[PACK TYPE] 1--"IACT CHAN +HISH PRIo CD" FIELD)
NSS[oLD STATE] I- "IACT·CHAN +STATE OF CHAN) IIILOOK FOR ERRORS ASAINST THE PACKET PROTOCOLtil
NSS[TYPE Of CHAN] I- "IACT CHAN +STATE·OF CHAN)
START NSS . . . .
REPEAT WAIT UNTIL NSS READY - TRUE
"IACT CHAN +STATE OF-CHAN) I- NSS[NEN STATEl
IF NSS[ACTIoN] - ERROR THEN .
BESIN

WHILE "ICo" RES +RESP CODE) () 0 DO CALL NAIT
"ICo" RES +-RESP CoDE)-I- ERROR
"ICo":RES +RESP:DIASNI I- NSS[ERRoRl IIIIIF THERE IS AN ERROR THEN TELL HOST ABOUT ITlfl
"ICO" RES +RESP CHAN) I- ACT CHAN
"ICo"·RES +RESp·PoINT) I- 0 -
"ICo"-RES +RESp·LENSTH) :- 0
SIYE HISH_PRIo_INTER

END
ELSE
BESIN

"INlT PROD QUEUE POINT + PACK TYPE) I- "IACT CHAN +HISH PRIo COK FIELD)
"INlT-PRoD-QUEUE-PoINT +CHAN-NO I I- "IACT CHAN + LOS CHAN Noi -
"INlT-PRoD-QUEUE-PoINT +SFID) I- 0001 - .-
IN CASE OF-ACTION DO
QO BESIN

IllCoPY PACKET TYPEI
IllCoPY CHAN NU"BERf
IIISFID - 0001 I

III RR RNR REJ NO TRANS"IT BUFFER INyoLYEDll1
"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT + PACK TYPE) I OR "IACT CHAN +ACKN SEQ NO")
"INlT)RoD)UEU(PoINT + TRJUF_LENSTHl 1= 0 - • -

END
Ql 8ESIN

III INT OR So"ETHINS ELSE NOT DEFINED YET BUT ATRANS"IT BUFFER is INyoLYEDll1
"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT + TR 8UF POINT) I- "IACT CHAN +SPEC PURP TR POINT HPl
"INlT:PRoD:QUEUE:PoINT + TR:BUF:LENSTHl I- "IACT.CHAN +SPEC.PURP.TR_LENSTH.HP)

IF "ICo" RES + 'UNUSED LOW PRIo POINT) () BTHEN IIITHERE IS SOftETHINS TO TRANSftIT IN THE LP QUEUEtil
8ESIN • . - ACT CHAN :- "ICO" RES +NXT CONS LOW PRIO POINT)

NSS[PACKET TYPE] :- "IACT CHAN + LON PRIO CO" FIELD)· • -
NS&[OLD STATE] I- "IACT CHAN +STATE·OF CHAN)· IllLoOK FOR ERRORS A&AINST THE PROTOCOLII
NSS[TYPE OF CHAN] I- "IACT CHAN +STATE-OF CHAN)
START NS6 . - . .
REPEAT WAIT UNTIL NSS READY-TRUE
"IACT CHAN +STATE OF·CHAN) :- NSS[NEW STATE]
IF MSS[ACTIoN] - ERROR THEN -
SESIN

END
ELSE
8ESIN

END
END IIICASEIIi
NXT PROD QUEUE PoI~T :+ 16 "00 128
'UNUSED_TR_QUEUE.PoINT 1- 1

END
"ICo" RES + NXT CONS HISH PRIo POINT) :+1 "oD 8
"ICo":RES +.UNUsED.HI6H_PRIo_PoINT) :+1
"IACT_CHAN +HI6H_PRIO_COK_FIELDI I- 0

IIIUPDATE TRANS"IT QUEUE Ao"INISTRATIoNIII

..IUPDATE HP QUEUE AD"INISTRATIONIII
IIIHANDSHAKE KiCHANIS" WITH ATTENTION RoUTINEtl

WHILE "ICDK_RES +RESP_CoDE) () 0 DO CALL WAIT
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KIC~_RES +RESP_CODE) I- ERROR
KIC~_RES +RESP_DIASN) .- NSStERRORl
"ICOft RES +RESP CHAN) .- ACT CHAN
KIC~-RES +RESP-POINTI 18 0 
"ICOK-RES +RESP-LENSTH) 18 0
SIYE HISH_PRIO_INTER

END
ELSE
8£SIN

ftflF ERROR THEN TELL HOSTfff

"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT +PACK TYPE) .& "IACT CHAN +LOV PRIO CO" FIELD) IIICOPV PTttttt
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +CHAN-NO I :- KIACT CHAN +LOS CHAN NO) - "'COPY CHAN NUKBERlt
KINXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +6FIDI I- 0001 - - - "'SFID - 0001 II
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT + TR BUF POINT) I- "IACT CHAN +SPEC PURP TR POINT LPI
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +TR-BUF-LENSTH) .- KIACT CHAN +SPEC PURP TR LENSTH LPI
IF Ns6tACTiONl --SET TIKER THEN- - - - - - fPLACEI

"IACT CHAN +TIKER) :& NSS[DIA6Nl IIINOT YET IKPLEKENTEDltl
NXT_PROD_QUEUE_POINT :+1& "OD 12& fffUPDATE TRANS"IT QUEUE ADKINISTRATIONflf
IUNUSED_TR_QUEUE_POINT :- 1

END
"ICO" RES +NXT CONS LO~ PRIO POINT) :+1 "OD &
"ICO"-RES +.UNUSED [O~ PRIO POINT) :+1 fltUPDATE LO~ PRIORITY QUEUE ADKINISTRATIO"ltl
"IACT:CHAN +LO~_PRIO_CO"_FIELD) .- 0

END
ELSE
BESIN IIITHERE IS DATA TO TRANS"ITfff

ACT CHAN I- NXT IN CHAIN IffCO"PUTE THE CHANNEL THAT IS NO~ ALLO~ED TO TRANS"IT DATAtft
NSS[OLD STATEl i- "IACT CHAN +STATE OF CHAN)
NSS[TYPE OF CHANl '8 KIACT CHAN +STATE-OF CHAN)
START NS6 - - -ttiLOOK FOR ERRORS ASAINST THE PACKET LEYEL PROTOCOLIII
REPEAT ~AIT UNTIL NS6 READY-TRUE
KIACT CHAN +STATE OF-CHAN) :- NSStNE~ STATEl
IF NSStACTIONl 8 ERROR THEN .
BE61N ~HILE "ICO"_RES +RESP_CODEI <) 0 DO CALL WAIT

"ICO" RE6 +RESP CODE) .& ERROR
"ICO"-RES + RESP-DIASNI .- NSStERRORl 1ftTELL HOST ERR ASAINST THE PROTOCOLlt
"ICOK-RE6 +RESP-CHAN) .& ACT CHAN
"ICOK-RE6 +RESP-POINT) .= 0 -
"ICOK-RE6 +RESp·LEN6TH) :- 0
SIYE HISH_PRIO_INTER

END
IF KIACT CHAN +REKOTE DTE BUSY) & FALSE THEN
BESIN - - -

"INXT PROD QUEUE POINT +TR BUF POINT) .- "1"IACT CHAN +NXT CONS TR POINT))
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +TR-BUF-LENSTH) .- "IKIACT tHAN +NXT CONS TR POINT) +1)
KINXT·PROD-QUEUE-POINT + PACK TVPE) :& KlAtT CHAN; ACKN SEQ NUKBl - 
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +PACK-TYPE) I OR KIACT CHAN +TR-SEQ-NUKB) OR KBIT
"INXT-PROD-QUEUE-POINT +SFIDi := 0001 OR QBIT OR DBIT-· -
"IACT-CHAN-+ TR SEQ NUKB) :+ 1 "OD & - -
"IACT:CHAN + NXT_CONS_TR_POINT) .+ 2 "OD 1&
IF "IACT-CHAN +'UNUSED TR POINT - 0 THEN

CALL OUT OF CHAIN -
NXT IN CHAIN I- "IACT CHAN +NXT IN CHAIN)
NIT -PROD QUEUE POINT :+ 16 KOD lie 
IUNUSED_TR.QUEUE_POINT :- 1

END
ELSE

END
END

END
RtPAl .- FALSE IflHANDSHAKE KECHANISK ~ITH LEYEL 21fl

Ifflflttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttfffilltlfflfltttttftttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttlttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt



APPENDIX 14

TRANSMITTER

- 93 -

(START MMEN tPACK_REg] SETS ACTIYE)
8E6IN

IF 'UNUSED TR QUEUE POINT () 8 THEN
BE6IN - .i'THERE IS SO"ETHIN6 IN THE TRANS"IT QUEUE'"

TRt6FID] ,- "(NIT CONS QUEUE POINT +&FIDI
TRtCHAN NO] ,- "(NIT CONS QUEUE POINT +CHAN NOI "'COPY TRANS"IT QUEUE DATA INTO THE LL3 TRANS"ITTER•••
TRtPACk-TYPEJ ,- "(NiT coNs QUEUE POINT +PACk TYPEl
D"AtREAD DATA ADR] ,- "INIT-CONS QUEUE POINT +-TR BUF POINT) "'INIT D"A CONTROL UNIT TO FETCH DATA OUT DF THE
D"AtREAD-DATA-LENGTH] ,- "(NIT CONS QUEUE POINT +-TR iUF LEN6TH) ••• TR BUFFER MHEN IT STARTS RUNNIN6.',
NXT_CONS:QUEUE_POINT :+ 16 "OD-128 - - --
'UNUSED_TR_QUEUE_PDINT '+ 1 "'UPDA'rE TRANS"IT QUEUE AD"INISTRATIDN"f
tCD" RE6/START LL3 TRAMS"ITTER] ,- TRUE
tPACk_REQ] ,- FALSE

END
ELSE

"'NDTHIN6 IN QUEUE YET'"
END

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
THIS IS THE TI"ER ROUTINE IT INSPECTS THE VARIOUS CHANNELDESCR:lPTORS EYERY SECDND
TO CHECK IF ATI"E-OUT DCCURED
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

TIMER_ROUTINE

IE6lN
••• EVERY SECOND •••
Ict_chln :- first chin
MHILE Ict_chln (= Ilx_chln THEN
8E6IN

IF "llct chln"+ tiler) () 0 THEN
8E6lN -

"(Ict chin +tillrl,-1 "'UPDATE ALL TI"ERS NHICH ARE RUNNIN6'"
IF "lict_chln +tilerl.O THEN "'A TI"ER NHICH IS UNEQUAL 0 IS RUNNlN6""
BE6lN

NHlLE "ICD" RE6 +RESP CODE) () 0 DD CALL MAlT
"ICD" RE6 +-RESP CODE)-:- TI~ OUT CODE
"ICO"-RE6 +RESP-CHAN):. ACT CHAN -
6lYE HI6H PRlO INTER -

END
END

Ict chin ,. ntxt-chln "'6IYES NEXT CHANNEL DESCRIPTOR•••
END-

END

"",'PAS OP DAT HET SYSTEE" NIET IN EEN DEADLOCk SYTUATlE kO"T"""
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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